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ABSTRACT
 
A computer program is presented which employs analytical and
 
empirical sizing techniques for combining spacecraft subsystem para­
metric information to rapidly evaluate the preliminary design concept
 
of an advanced unmanned spacecraft suitable for planetary exploration.
 
The sizing technique is limited to the orbiting and flyby spacecraft
 
only. The simulation incorporates two program listings for two hypo­
thetical modularized spacecraft compatible with the Saturn V launch
 
vehicles and compiles the generating data of various design parameters
 
of nine major subsystems at the subsystem level to be synthesized for
 
parametric trade-off studies.
 
Numerical examples are provided for a solar-powered spacecraft
 
designed to provide the capability of accomplishing Venus orbiter/lander
 
missions and a radioisotope thermoelectric generator-powered counterpart
 
designed for similar missions to Jupiter.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROGRAM FOR ADVANCED PLANETARY SPACECRAFT
 
J. INTRODUCTION
 
A computer program for use in evaluating, by means of analytical
 
sizing technique, the preliminary design concept of an advanced unmanned
 
spacecraft suitable for planetary exploration in the near future is pre­
sented. The computer simulation, written in FORTRAN II, uses analytical
 
and empirical techniques for combining spacecraft subsystem parametric
 
information to rapidly size the unmanned spacecraft system with respect
 
to weight and power for such missions to the target planets from Mercury
 
to Jupiter. Accordingly, the simulation incorporates two programs used
 
in determining subsystem/system weights for two spacecraft configurations
 
for missions to Venus and Jupiter, respectively. Additional programs to
 
size the spacecraft for unmanned exploration of other target planets can
 
be implemented in the digital computer.
 
The sizing technique, limited to the orbiting and flyby spacecraft
 
only, has been established from the analytical and historical data on
 
existing and proposed programs of unmanned planetary spacecraft. Using
 
available computerized options, the computer program compiles the state­
of-the-art data of various design parameters at the subsystem level to be
 
synthesized for parametric trade-off studies for this type of spacecraft
 
concept, or an "optimum" weight breakdown of the -spacecraft configuration,
 
which indicates a summation of the subsystem weights to give the system
 
weight. The program thus establishes relationships between spacecraft
 
performance parameters and subsystem desigh characteristics of weight and
 
power. Requirements have been established for each subsystem and system
 
design parameter that influences weight and power, subject to science
 
payload requirements.
 
The nine subsystems considered for the spacecraft are structure,
 
propulsion, guidance, control and navigation, instrumentation (tele­
communications), electric power, electric networks, temperature control,
 
attitude control propulsion and science. Thus, the spacecraft design
 
process is one of integrating the subsystems ano subsystem functions into
 
a total system concept of the orbiter/lander configuration for accomplish­
ing a specified mission with a given science payload and, if applicable,
 
an allotment of capsule (lander) to a particular planet. The selection
 
of those science/capsule payloads reflects a capability of the program
 
to optimize the design potential of a spacecraft -configuration as a
 
starting point within a constraint of the given launch vehicle shroud
 
diameter by maximizing the subsystem weights. Results from further minor
 
modifications in the 1 rogram may readily demonstrate -the adaptability of
 
a specific spacecraftidesign to several different launch vehicles and
 
planetary missions un er application of mission/systems requirements and
 
constraints. The des gn parameters (mission and system) critical 
to the
 
spacecraft sizing thar is considered in the analysis include post-injec­
tion velocity allocat Dn (midcourse trajectory corrections, orbit inser­
tion, gravity losses .id orbit trim), spacecraft stage diameter or length,
 
science payload, caps ILe weight allocation, engine-thrust level, engine­
specific impulse, denj[ties of selected propellants, and mission duration.
 
To illustrate th use of the program for one purpose of subsystem
 
interrelation and dest n complexity inherent in a planetary vehicle, a
 
preliminary design st Idy has been made, using two alternate programs, of
 
two hypothetical modu arized spacecraft compatible with the Saturn V
 
launch vehicles in aciomplishing unmanned scientific missions to Venus
 
and Jupiter. Two detqiled conceptual spacecraft designs have been
 
derived: a solar-powered version and a radioisotope thermoelectric
 
generator-powered versaion (Figure 1). The solar-powered spacecraft is
 
designed to provide t142 capability of accomplishing Venus orbiter/lander
 
missions. Its electr cal power is provided by 16 solar panels with
 
9.29 square meters of olar cell area, capable of generating some 900 watts
 
of usable power at Vepus. This configuration contains a liquid bipropellant
 
system in two storage tanks. The counterpart version uses the electrical
 
power of four RTG's 4th each rated at about 250 watts totaccomplish
 
Jupiter orbiter/landet missions. Four main propellant storage tanks are
 
integrated in this veirsion. Adaptation to either version appears pos­
sible with minor changes to other spacecraft equipment.
 
Scaling weight equations derived from analytical and empirical
 
techniques have been computer-mechanized so that a wide range of variables
 
for all subsystems could be examined in the form of weight breakdown,
 
subject to the input parameters. In addition, the sizing technique is
 
applied at the assembly level to improve accuracy. Table 1 shows the sub­
system/assembly levels at which the technique is applied. The acceptance
 
of any combination of main on-board engines and any spacecraft stage
 
diameter constrained by the launch vehicle shroud diameter and the
 
capability to design single- or multi-stage configurations consider some
 
program objectives and the priority of each subsystem in terms of avail­
able weight and volume. The input parameters required for the applica­
tion of the sizing technique reflect scientific objectives (science payload)
 
and mission/system requirements (capsule data, launch vehicle, subsystem
 
constraints, mission duration and velocity requirements). Spacecraft
 
sizing results are sensitive to variations in most of the input parameters.
 
A computer program showing two listings for the solar-powered space­
craft and its RTG-powered counterpart is described. The program, originally
 
reported in Reference 1, has been greatly modified to facilitate treatment
 
of analytical and empirical techniques for relating spacecraft subsystem
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TABLE 1. UNMANNED SPACECRAFT BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
 
Total ndividual 
System System Subsystem Assemblies 
Basic shll Rings and frames 
- , Strin1ers Ionerons & skins 
Systems support . (Beams) 
Mmcrometeoroid. 
protection 
• 	 (Antennas. scan platform and 
S Supports solar array) or (Antennas, 
and scan platform) 
Sepa -ation ntechadi _______________ 
Main engine 
Fuel system 
o 	 Oxidizer system 
Supports (Main engine and tanks)
a 
Telemetry 	sensors 
Sirocture 
Sensors 
Compitr/sequenCr 
Guidance,
 
control and Control computer 
a 
navigation 
Servo actuators 
-
- Articulationequipment 
Radio-
Telemetry 
o • .Data system 
Instrumentation 
S Antennas 
Command 
Measurement 
C - Solar array 
or 
E 	 Radioisotope thermioelectric
~generators
 
- Electric power 
II Batlerie i 
POnIer coitrol 
Netvworkis 
Electric networks Pyrotechnics 
Temperature control 
Tanks
 
Attitude control 
Hardware 
Science Instruments & scan platfprm 
weights and electrical power requirements to mission and system param­
eters. An added feature imparts 
a sense switch procedure for two
 
involved options, NCODE = 2 and NCODE = 3, in which a restraint is
 
imposed upon main propellant tank radius. Numerical examples for two
 
representative spacecraft ,designs are included to indicate,, in part,L.

the use of the program and the results obtainable. Studies of flight
 
capsule (lander) sizing and performance and mission analysis are beyond
 
the scope of the computer program.
 
I. SPACECRAFT OBJECTIVES AND DEFINITION
 
The objectives of the advanced unmanned planetary program currently
 
being conceived are to provide a capability for scientific exploration
 
of several planets within our solar system with instrumented, unmanned
 
spacecraft designed to place meaningful experimental packages in orbits
 
about the planets, to place experimental packages on the surfaces of the
 
planets, to conduct observations of planetary phenomena with these pack­
ages for specified periods of time and to transmit the results of those
 
observations to earth for retrieval, reduction and dissemination. The
 
use of such spacecraft 
-- orbiters and landers -- to search out life on
 
those planets would continue to extend the United States' capabilities
 
in'what would probably be the most challenging, open-ended arena for
 
expansion of science and technology in the decade ahead. "
 
The unmanned orbiting/landing spacecraft is defined as a concept

that uses the spacecraft on-board propulsion and guidance systems for
 
normal functions, such as midcourse corrections, planetary braking and
 
orbit maneuvers,'to inject scientific payloads to the planets. 
To
 
illustrate the use of the spacecraft, the orbiter and lander would work
 
as a team to verify individual conclusions. The orbiter's mission would
 
include, for example, (1) measurements of gravitational field, magnetic
 
field, cosmic and solar radiation, atmospheric composition changes; (2)

observation of seasonal and diurnal variations, wave of darkening,
 
circulation patterns and topography; (3) mapping of visible and infrared
 
light; and (4) detection of storms and area weather. 
During the descent,
 
the lander would perform experiments of atmospheric pressure, density,
 
temperature profile, and composition and surface imaging. 
On the sur­
face, 
the survivable lander would measure surface characteristics and
 
changes, measure local meteorology, and search for biological activity.
 
In addition, the lander would carry cameras which would provide coverage

of the planet but less extensive because of the difficulty in returning

images from the distance of the planet. The orbiter would assist in
 
this mission by serving as a data-relay communications link.
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For the missions to the selected planets, Venus and Jupiter, the
 
preliminary spacecraft sizing study has been performed to parametrically
 
determine the spacecraft weights, particularly at subsystem level, of
 
advanced Voyager-type spacecraft. Subsystem weights are then sumned up
 
to give the system weight. Flight hardware consists of the single
 
Saturn V launch vehicle designated to carry two identical planetary
 
vehicles, each one being contained in a separate shroud section. The
 
planetary vehicle consists of a flight spacecraft (orbiter) and a flight
 
capsule (lander). The flight capsule comprises a capsule bus and a sur­
face laboratory, and is joined to the flight spacecraft by means of mating
 
flanges. The spacecraft fits within a cylindrical envelope in the launch
 
vehicle; spacecraft support is provided by the shroud through an inter­
mediate adapter.
 
The advanced planetary spacecraft, a simple modular design contrived
 
to perform all necessary spacecraft mission functions, -consists of an
 
equipment module and a propulsion module. An encapsulated lander rests
 
on the equipment module, while the propulsion module fastens to the
 
planetary vehicle adapter that mounts to the Saturn V launch vehicle
 
shroud. The adapter remains with the shroud after the plane.tary vehicle
 
is injected into the transplanet trajectory. The equipment module con­
tains all spacecraft electronic equipment (such as suppoiting electronics)
 
contained in some 16 thermally controlled equipment bays, for a portion of
 
various science instruments, telecommunications, guidance and control and
 
electtic power. Environmental control is provided by radiator plates and 
thermally'controlled louvers. The main engine, which is used for all
 
maneuvers of midcourse corrections, planetary orbit insertion and orbit
 
trim, occupies the central core of the ,propulsionmodule. This lower
 
cylindrical housing also contains both the propellant and the pressurant­
storage and feed systems. For the RTG-powered configuration, four radio­
isotope thermoelectric generators surround the nozzle end of the main
 
engine. A monopropellant propulsion system, normally used for midcourse
 
corrections or insertion into a degraded orbit, is not reflected in either
 
one of the two representative spacecraft.
 
The base of the spacecraft is a round frame which also serves as the
 
mounting structure for the hinges of the solar array foldout assemblies
 
for the solar-powered spacecraft. Other major spacecraft equipments
 
mounted to the propulsion moduld are several communication antennas, a
 
cold-gas nitrogen system for attitude control mounted on the edge of the
 
solar-array structure for pitch, roll and yaw control, and a planet-scan
 
platform mounted near the periphery of the module for science viewing of
 
the planet. A 7.5-foot parabolic high-gain antenna gimbaled on two axes
 
is used for high-data-rate communication to earth. A backup medium gain
 
antenna is also installed in the event of failure of the high-gain antenna.
 
It is mounted to be earth-pointing at the time of planet encounter. Low­
gain antennas provide communication capability during both near-earth and
 
maneuver operations. A Sun-Canopus reference system is typically used for
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spacecraft three-axis attitude control. The central, or roll axis is sun­
pointing and accounts for two axes of control. Rotation about the roll
 
axis, to permit Canopus--acquisition, accounts for the third control axis'.
 
During maneuvers, gyro inertial control is used.
 
III. SUBSYSTEMS
 
Functional requirements and implementations of the specific space­
craft subsystems are'discussed in some detail. More elaborate informa­
tion on any subsystem may be found in existing literature. The analytical/
 
empirical relationships for the subsystems and assemblies have been
 
developed and are provided in the program listings. Since the component
 
weights are often subject to change, the coefficients of the scaling equa­
tions should be periodically updated. No generalization can be made with
 
respect to the critical parameter(s) for spacecraft sizing. Since each
 
mission has inherent characteristics that affect its sensitivity to the
 
individual input parameters, each spacecraft must be sized for each given
 
mission to establish the'impact of the input parameters.
 
A. Structure
 
1. Basic Shell
 
The spacecraft structure provides for the overall mounting of
 
equipment and serves as the load-carrying medium between the flight
 
capsule and the launch vehicle shroud'. It is desirable for the space­
craft design to have a good modularity, contain larger propellant tanks,
 
and be able to carry"the structural loads of a larger capsule. The
 
structure should be designed for such possible growth in capsule weight,
 
but should retain the virtues of the design pushed towards minimum
 
weight. The spacecraft structural arrangement is designed in two sec­
tions: the equipment and the propulsion modules.
 
The equipment module is a semi-monocoque cylinder with the equip­
ment bays. Primary loads are carried by 16 equally spaced stringers which
 
are increased in depth as they pass between the equipment bays to serve as
 
a mounting structure for the equipment tray fittings and thermal radiator
 
plates. The stringers are attached-to the interface rings with bath-tub
 
fittings. Equipment bay support rings serve as load transfer members,
 
stabilizing rings and access panel mounting frames. Structural access
 
panels provided above and below the equipment bays in the circular por­
tion of the structure extend from the equipment support rings to the
 
flight capsule interface ring and the propulsion module interface ring.
 
The electronic equipment is located in 15 of the 16 structurally inte­
grated bays with the equipment internally mounted on the stringers. The
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thermal radiating anel is used for the primary shear structure through
 
the equipment bays., Panel stabilization is obtained by the attached
 
electronic module trays.
 
The propulsion module is a semi-monocoque king-stiffened aluminum
 
shell. It joins together, by means of a frame-stringer splice, either
 
the radioisotope-generator submodule or the solar array submodule. Also
 
connected to the propulsion module is a system of 16 equally spaced
 
tabular members extending radially outward and downward at an angle from
 
the equipment/propulsion module interface. These tubes, together with
 
the basic shell and either the RIG system or solar array structure, form
 
a truss-like support structure for transmitting planetary vehicle iner­
tial loads to the booster shroud during powered flight.
 
The main propulsion engine is supported longitudinally and
 
laterally at the fore end by a thrust-cone/tru~s structure and laterally
 
by truss members at the aft engine skirt. The thrust-cohe/truss struc­
ture is a sheetstringer cone which attaches to the engine case forward
 
interface at 64 places. The loads are fed into 16 truss members which
 
attach to the equipment/propulsion-module interface ring at mid-joint
 
point. The thrust-cone structure uses- a ring to react the kick loads
 
and ensure the engine case a uniformly distributed load. The eight truss
 
members at the aft skirt transfer the load tangentially to the engine
 
case. This is accomplished through the use of an interface ring to
 
react the radial component of the load. The members are attached using
 
spherical ball rod end fittings which allow for misalignment at instal­
lation and engine case expansion at firing. The propulsion module also
 
houses and supports two or four bipropellant tanks, helium pressuriza­
tion spheres and all associated plumbing and hardware.
 
The structural members of the basic shell are stringers, fittings,
 
rings, longerons, frames, plates, stiffeners, panel skins, truss, ribs
 
and attachments for both modules of equipment and propulsion. Some
 
structural members are reflected in the components of rings, frames,
 
stringers, longerons and skins; therefore, the weights are calculated
 
by the following scaling equations:
 
For the four-propellant-tank configuration:
 
'
 RI = 0.0413640 D(Wp)0 5 G
 
° ' 
FR = 0.00928041 D(Wp) G
 
STRI = 0.23904 D(M4XL+ 1.016)G 
XLON = 0.58706 D(HMX + 1.016)G.
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For 	the two-propellant-tank configuration:
 
RI = 0.0413640 D(Wp)O5 G
 
-
FR 	= 0.00928041 D(Wp) 5 G
 
STRI = 0.31638 D(4X + 1.016)G
 
XLON = 0.66791 D(HMX + 1.016)G
 
SKI = 2.42559 D(HMX + 1.016)G,
 
where
 
RI = weight of rings (kgm)
 
FR = weight of frames (kgm)
 
STRI = weight of stringers (kgm)
 
XLON = weight of longerons (kgm)
 
SKI = weight of skins (kgm)
 
D = diameter of spacecraft stage- (m)
 
W = weight of bipropellants in the tanks (kgm)
P
 
G = 4 + G2 = acceleration parameter = (g) 
HMX = length of propulsion module section (m). 
2. 	Systems Supports (Beams)
 
The propulsion module structure is supported by the beams formed
 
through the juncture of the support struts, the array radials and the
 
inner shell longerons. The weight for the beams is calculated by
 
BEAM (kgm) ="0.03844742 D(Wp) 0 5 G.
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3. Micron teoroid Protection
 
The be ic method of providing protection against meteoroid
 
penetration is o provide armor-type shielding. The hypervelocity impact
 
prediction equ ion used to calculate the maximum thickness of a target
 
is given by
 
i + F
 t E2/3 p/3 m1/S In 
where
 
E and F constants 
PT target density (g/m 3 ) 
pp particle density (g/m3 )
 
mp mass of particle (m)
 
V 'velocity relative to the target (m/s) 
HT Brinell hardness of target (g/m2 ).
 
The anal 3is defines a meteoroid flux for a given portion of 
space, i.e., the pected number of meteoroids of mass m or greater pass­
ing through a unil area of the particular region of space in unit time. 
This flux $ is exjiressed as 
O=am- • number of particles of mass m or greater 
m sec 
where
 
a and f = constants. 
If the flux is multiplied by the spacecraft exposed area and the space­
craft flight time in the particular region, the number of expected
 
impacts, I, on the spacecraft of particles having mass m or greater is-

I = jAT, 
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where
 
A = spacecraft exposed area (m2) 
T = staytime (sec).
 
The expected number of penetrations N of spacecraft exposed area, A,
 
during time, T, is determined by
 
.AT
N = 

el2 13 v2
3

E 1/3 In + FI -
The parameter N is used as a basic measure of the meteoroid hazard to
 
spacecraft.
 
The typical structural design philosophy considers the use of
 
existing structure, augmented as necessary by a bumper to.form a split­
skin design. A separate split-skin assembly, which also supports the
 
thermal insulation blanket, encloses the aft end of the spacecraft. Pro­
tection is afforded to the upper portion of the main engine by the equip­
ment modules-and a split-skin foried by the outer panels of the spacecraft
 
and the support cone for the engine. Protection from frontal impact is
 
provided by the biological barrier. The aft bumper consists of an alumi­
num target sheet and an aluminum outer sheet separated by polystyrene
 
foam. The pressure vessels and main engine are protected from radial
 
impact by a split-skin design that uses the shear panels as the main
 
target wall. The outer wall- is the aluminum sheet stiffened by circum­
ferential beading. The electrical components in the equipment module
 
are protected by magnesium alloy. This protection consists of the outer
 
thermal panel and the equipment tray.
 
In. the program, the equation for the weight of micrometeoroid
 
protection shielding appears as
 
XMP(kgm) = 22.0905 D(HMX + 1.016). 
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4. 	Supports (Antennas, Planetary Scan Platform With or Without
 
Solar Array)
 
The weight of supports includes the external structure which
 
supports the high-gain antenna, auxiliary antennas, the planetary scan
 
platform, solar panels and other equipment items.
 
5. 	Separation Mechanism
 
Separation mechanisms are used to release and separate space­
craft from the launch vehicle and to perform the functions of deployment,
 
articulation and actuation of the high-gain antenna and the planetary­
scan platform, as well as deployment of all medium-gain and low-gain
 
antennas, the auxiliary solar panels, and the gimbal actuators for thrust
 
vector control.
 
B. Propulsion
 
1. 	Engine
 
The computer program accepts any candidate spacecraft propulsion
 
subsystem engine which can occupy the central core of the spacecraft,
 
provided it is designed to furnish all thrust forces for all maneuvers
 
of midcourse corrections, arrival-time biasing, orbit insertion and orbit
 
trim. The propulsion subsystem uses-a liquid bipropellant concept in the
 
program. The pressure-fed engine should have multiple restart capability,
 
should produce some variable thrust, and should be operable on any storable
 
propellant combination. The backup engines, which could impart some veloc­
ity increment for midcourse corrections and orbit trims, are not considered
 
in the program. A number of main engines in the propulsion module is
 
dictated during the computer simulation by either the minimum thrust-to­
weight ratio or the maximum propellant-burn time, whichever is critical.
 
Should one engine ever be added, attributable to the burn time constraint,
 
-the program prints out a statement to the effect. Otherwise, the minimum
 
T/W ratio may be assumed to influence the number of the engines in the
 
module. The program assumes four engines as a maximum number and prints
 
out "stage impractical"-should the fifth engine be-ddded.
 
2. 	Oxidizer and Fuel Systems
 
To be able to perform all missions, the propulsion subsystem
 
should have a propellant capacity that can accommodate the most severe
 
mission requirements with a spacecraft that takes advantage of the maxi­
mum growth potential. The propulsion subsystem functionally is a regu­
lated gas (helium), pressure-fed, liquid bipropellant system with a main
 
gimbaled engine. -Propellants are contained in either two or four spherical
 
tanks fabricated of 6AI-4V titanium alloy unless a diameter of either or
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both tanks interferes in such a'way that the in-between section will be
 
cylindrical with the hemispherical bulkheads. The tanks contain elasto­
meric bladders. Values are'provided to regulate gas and liquid flows and
 
to isolate the system as required. Liquid check valves and trimming
 
orifices are incorporated in outlet lines to prevent propellant migration
 
and to minimize unsymmetrical propellant depletion. To size the propul­
sion module, the propellant consumption depends upon the required velocity
 
increment for the mission and the net injection weight of the spacecraft.
 
Unless the propellant weight required in the stage is small enough to
 
allow spherical tank design, the radii of the propellant tanks are deter­
mined by the clearance equations:
 
RI = [RN x (RN - R2 - 0.254) + 0.3175](RN + R2) 
or
 
R2 = [RN X (RE - Rl - 0.254).+ 0.3175] 
(RN + Rl) 
where 
RI = radius of oxidizer tank (m) 
R2 - radius of fuel tank (m)
 
RN = 1/2 stage diameter (m), 
[NOTE: The above equations maintain a clearance of 0.1270 meter between
 
the tanks and the shroud.]
 
and
 
Rl (or R2) CK,
 
where
 
CK = maximum radius determined by diameter of stage and
 
clearance.
 
The length of the propulsion module section is always equal to
 
0.1016 m unless the section length is controlled by an input of minimum
 
section length or the mixture ratio. The densities of oxidizer and fuel
 
and the mixture ratio dictate the length of the cylindrical section of
 
the propellant tanks.
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Tank weights are calculated by dividing each tank into three
 
sections (two sections if the tank is a sphere): upper bulkhead,
 
cylinder and lower bulkhead. A tank wall thickness is then calculated
 
for each section, according to the maximum ullage pressure and allowable
 
strength of the material. The tank weight is taken as a sum of the
 
section's surface area-thickness product times the density of the tank
 
material (6AI - 4V titanium). A minimum thickness of 0.00254 meter is
 
assumed. The weight for total fuel or oxidizer system is the tank weight
 
multiplied by a factor of 2.8 for the four-propellant tank configuration
 
and by a factor of 1.4 for the two-propellant-tank version.
 
3. Supports (Engine and Tanks)
 
The engine support structure for a multiple engine stage is
 
independent of the stage diameter since the engines will be hung on the
 
shroud around the perimeter of the stage. The weight of such supports
 
is determined by total thrust from a number of engines.
 
The weight of the propellant tank supports is varying directly.
 
with the propellant loading and the acceleration parameter and is deter­
mined by
 
SUPT (kgm) = 0.000611 (Wp)(G).
 
4. Pressurization System
 
The pressurization system for the propulsion subsystem is a pre­
pressurized, gas-pressure-regulated device employing helium as the pres­
surant to control the gas pressure in the gas space of the propellant
 
tanks. The system maintains the gas space, called ullage, at a pre­
selected pressure history bounded by propellant and tank structural
 
requirements. During operation of the system, helium passes through a
 
pressure regulator and displaces propellant from the propellant tank by
 
the deformation of some rubber bladder.
 
Pressurant requirements are calculated, according to the equa­
tion:
 
press R T k
 
Pf
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where 
W = weight of pressurant gas (kgm)
press
 
PT = helium tank working pressure (N/m)
 
VT = helium tank volume (M3 )
 
R = pressurant gas constant (m kgf/kgm 'K)
 
T i = initial temperature (OK)
 
'k = ratio of specific heats of pressurant gas (-)
 
P. = initial storage pressure of pressurant (N/m2 )
 
Pf = final storage pressure of pressurant (N/m2).
 
The k.term includes some percentage of leakage factor and some
 
percent increase to'account for actual variations from the isothermal
 
process. The tank weight is determined by
 
Wpress tank Wres [1.5(R) (T )(P/O) (SF)]tnk mat
pres press Lmax j
 
where 
Wpress tank = weight of pressurant gas tank (kgm) 
Ta = maximum anticipated temperature (0K)
max
 
3 )
density of tank material (kgm/m
mat = 

am= ultimate tensile strength of material (kgf/m2 )
mat
 
(SF) = design safety factor (-). 
For the four-propellant tank configuration, the equations used
 
in the program are
 
w = 6.10472293 x 10- 6 (UP)(V1-+ V2)
press
 
W =7.959931242 W
 press tank 
 press
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and, for the two-propellant tank configuration,
 
W = 3.052361465 X 10- 6 (UP)(VI + V2)press
 
w = 7.959931242 W press tank 
 press
 
where
 
UP = ullage pressure (N/m2 )
 
VI = total volume of oxidizer tanks (m3 )
 
V2 = total volume of fuel tanks (m3 ).
 
The total weight of the pressurization system is given by
 
Whelium Wpress + Wpress Lank + Wpress tank supports
 
press tank plumbing.
 
5. Telemetry Sensors
 
The telemetry sensors are used primarily to verify propulsion
 
system performance and to diagnose malfunctions or failures should they
 
occur. A history of events, pressures, temperatures and valve position
 
is necessary for in-cruise and post-maneuver evaluation of system statu
 
or operations. These analyses will provide a basis for improving space­
craft performance on subsequent maneuvers or launch operations. The
 
items include pressure transducers, temperature sensors, cable and
 
miscellaneous bracketry.
 
C. Equipment and Instrumentation
 
1. Structure
 
The equipment module structure houses and supports the elec­
tronic equipment, including the functions of the flight capsule load
 
transfer, thermal control and environmental protection for the propul­
sion system, and electronic equipment. The structure consists of two
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support rings, longeron caps and longeron webs, excluding beaded skin,
 
and is calculated by
 
EM (kgm) = 2.441184 (D)(G). 
'2. Guidance, Control and Navigation
 
The guidance, control and navigation system comprises the
 
following subsystems: sensors (part of attitude control), computer/
 
sequencer, control computer (part of attitude control), servo actuators
 
and high-gain antenna actuation. The system provides three-axis attitude
 
stabilization to the spacecraft during all mission phases of cruise,
 
maneuver, guidance correction and orbital.
 
The attitude control subsystem acquires and stabilizes the space­
craft to the external attitude references from any initial attitude and
 
rates up to a specified number of degrees per second. It then maintains
 
the spacecraft attitude relative to these references to less than some
 
degree during the heliocentric and planet orbital phases. It also
 
maneuvers the spacecraft, by sequential rotations, to any arbitrary
 
spatial attitude necessary to perform velocity change or capsule separa­
tion maneuvers. The attitude control subsystem includes the sensors
 
(for pitch, yaw and roll), the attitude control propulsion subsystem, and
 
the control power.
 
The optical sensor designs consist of (1) the Canopus sensor for
 
sensing the position of the star Canopus and providing error signals for
 
roll control (2) the limb and terminator crossing detectors for providing
 
output signals indicative of the crossing of the planet limb and terminator
 
.for the-purpose of sequencing the scientific experiments, (3) the fine sun
 
sensor for providing two-axis output signals of the proper polarity and
 
magnitude to enable pointing of the negative roll axis of the spacecraft
 
to the sun, (4) the switching sensor, combined with the fine sun sensor,
 
for generating a signal to transfer attitude control of the spacecraft
 
from the coarse sensor to the fine sensor after it is illuminated, and
 
(5) the coarse sun sensor for providing analog signals that locate the
 
sun over a 41c-steradian field of view.
 
The computer and sequence subsystem provides discrete commands
 
and serial data for the control of spacecraft operations and scientific
 
instruments throughout the planetary mission. It contains a cycled,
 
special-purpose digital computer that stores the mission sequence of com­
mands in a magnetic core memory. It can be updated by ground command to
 
provide flexibility to handle anomalies or to change mission plans. The
 
computer and sequencer contains the oscillator/register (master clock)
 
for controlling all timed events, which include some functions such as
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limb sensing, incremental velocity accumulation, planetary science
 
sequencing, maneuver attitude verification, antenna control, earth­
occultation sensing, maneuver turns, 
start and stop propulsion engine,
 
time basing and power interruption. This subsystem consists of the
 
master sequencer, the time-to-go and AV registers, the gimbal sequencer,
 
the planetary scan platform control logic, and 
the telemetry registers.
 
The control computer subsystem consists of three single-degree­
of-freedom rate-integrating gyroscopes which provide angular rate or
 
position signals in the spacecraft pitch, roll and yaw axes, a single

force balance linear accelerometer for measurement 6f incremental
 
acceleration along the thrust axis, and electronic circuitry which
 
processes output signals from the sensors and 
the gyroscopes for rate
 
nulling, sun acquisition, Canopus acquisition, cruise mode, maneuvers,
 
inertial attitude hold and thrust vector control.
 
Servo actuators (thrust vector control actuators) provide
 
linear force output for gimbaling the main engine during midcourse tra­jectory corrections, orbit insertion, 'and orbit trim maneuvers through
 
commands received from the guidance, control and navigation subsystem.
 
Th articulation equipment is used for deployment, articulation,

and actuation of the high gain antenna and the planetary scan platform.
 
These mechanisms rotate the high-gain antenna from the stowed 
to the
 
deployed position and point the antenna toward earth during the cruise
 
and planetary orbital phases of the unmanned mission. 
They also have
 
the planetary scan platform articulated about three orthogonal 
axes
 
after deployment, with two axes used to erect a perpendicular to the
 
orbit plane and a third axis used to track the planet in the orbit plane.
 
3. Instrumentation
 
The radio subsystem, operating at S-band, is a major element
 
capable of providing a highly reliable spacecraft 'command reception of
 
the uplink data and command information from the Deep Space Instrumenta­
tion Facility (DSIF), converting scientific and engineering data into
 
formats suitable for transmission to the DSIF, transmitting scientific
 
and engineering data at transmission rates and signal levels sufficient
 
for proper detection and discrimination by the DSIF during all phases
 
of the mission, and providing turn-around ranging when required. The
 
subsystem comprises amplifiers, transponders, subcarrier modulators,
 
analog and digital multiplexers, analog-to-digital converters, formatting
 
and error-correction coding circuitry, hybrid couplers, and 
transfer
 
switches.
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The telemetry subsystem provides a capability of acquiring,
 
conditioning and formatting engineering, capsule, and science data from
 
all spacecraft subsystems and generating, modulating, and mixing sub­
carriers for transmission of these data to earth via the radio subsystem.
 
The subsystem design incorporates time and frequency multiplexing, biphase
 
modulation, biorthogonal blocking encoding of science data and synchroniza­
tion techniques. The subsystem typically consists of analog-to-digital
 
converters, analog and digital multiplexers, a.c./d.c. power supplies,
 
signal conditioners, clock countdown circuits, programmers, biphase modu­
lators, sunning circuits, buffers, synchronization generators, and
 
biorthogonal block encoders.
 
The data (storage) system records in a digital form spacecraft
 
engineering and cruise science data and high rate planetary science data
 
acquired from the science subsystem and the flight capsule data received
 
via the relay link for delayed playback and transmission at communication­
link compatible rates. The amount of necessary storage is dependent upon
 
the particular mission. The subsystem is composed of some 6-8 magnetic
 
tape recorders/reproducers and their associated control and power supply
 
electronics.
 
The antenna subsystem provides at least five antennas to accom­
plish mission requirements. A 7.5-foot diameter parabolic high gain
 
antenna provides a capability for transmitting the required science data
 
rates when the spacecraft is operating in the stabilized mode. Medium
 
gain antenna, which is neither steered nor deployed, functions as a backup
 
to the high-gain antenna and would support the required science data rates
 
for a number of days in planetary orbit. During maneuvers, communications
 
are established through the low gain (maneuver) antenna. During early
 
phases of the mission, normal communications are through another low-gain
 
.antenna (broad coverage) which has the fixed omnidirectional toroidal
 
pattern. This antenna provides the greatest angular coverage and is used
 
as the command antenna during emergency conditions. Fixed low-gain relay
 
antenna is provided for the relay link from the capsule from separation
 
through the post-landing period. In addition to the S-band antennas, the
 
subsystem consists of VHF antennas, coaxial switches, diplexer, struc­
tures and transmission lines associated with each antenna.
 
The command subsystem receives the composite output of the S-band
 
radio subsystem, extracts the command and synchronization information,
 
decodes the command words and routes them to the spacecraft subsystems and
 
the capsule through isolated switches. The subsystem contains bit synchro­
nizers, detector selectors, input/output decoders, program control,
 
demodulators and power supply.
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The measurement subsystem accepts the output from the selected
 
measuring points, either from transducers or discrete events, and condi­
tions the signals, if necessary, for input to the telemetry subsystem.
 
Transducers are used for the measurements of temperature, pressure, strain
 
and displacement.
 
4. Electric Power
 
Spacecraft configuration and mission requirements dictate the
 
basic electric power subsystem design. Average coast transit phases 
to
 
the selected target planets, Venus and Jupiter, and planetary time power
 
requirements establish an exigency for photovoltaic energy sources and
 
radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTG's) for electric power genera­
tion. Batteries are used as a secondary power source to provide the
 
necessary transient peak requirements.
 
The functional requirements for the electric power subsystem are
 
(1) to provide and distribute electrical power on the flight spacecraft
 
and to the flight capsule until separation, (2) to provide a secondary
 
electrical power in the form of storage battery power and provide power
 
from solar array or RTG'.s for recharge, and (3) to provide power control
 
for regulation of solar energy, RTG's and battery power. In addition,
 
the subsystem normally has battery chargers, AC to DC converters, DC to
 
AC inverters, reference frequency sources, transducer power supplies and
 
required control and protective circuitry.
 
From a power requirement standpoint, photovoltaic energy sources
 
have been the most commonly used type of spacecraft electrical power
 
generation. During the coast phases of transit to the Venus planet, the
 
solar cells collect radiant solar energy and convert it into electrical
 
energy when the spacecraft is sun-oriented and the solar array is illumin­
ated. This electrical energy is supplied in adequate quantity and quality
 
to the spacecraft loads and is, in part, stored for use during planetary
 
vehicle maneuvers when the solar energy is not available. Power is
 
supplied from-a set of storage batteries when the spacecraft is occulted
 
from the sun.
 
As a solar-powered spacecraft moves toward the sun, its power
 
output increases. The solar energy available at Venus would be about
 
270Q thermal watts per square meter compared to 1400 at the Earth's mean
 
distance. In the vicinity of Venus, the increased solar flux raises the
 
steady-state solar array temperature above that on a Mars mission. 
The
 
albedo.causes a still further transient 'rise of the array temperature
 
shortly after periapsis passage of the aphrodiocentric orbit. As a result
 
of the higher solar intensity, solar array area requirements thus could
 
be reduced below the requirements for the Mars mission. In addition, this
 
intensity creates potential problems 
in selecting array area material. An
 
array output in terms of watts depends upon a total projected solar array
 
area (fixed and deployable).
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Electrical power for the Jupiter mission must be provided by some
 
nuclear source since solar thermal energy intensity in the Jovian vicinity
 
is quite low due to its great distance from the sun. This low level and
 
the length of the mission negate any practical consideration of using any
 
form of solar energy collection system currently envisioned. The power
 
requirements for the Jupiter mission are more severe than those for the
 
Venus mission. The photovoltaic system capacity installed for the Mars
 
mission would be about 2.3 times that required at the Earth, and the
 
area required at Jupiter would be 27 times that required at the Earth.
 
Therefore, since an external energy source is not required, the radio­
isotope thermoelectric generators are chosen from the stable of alterna­
tive energy sources, including several nuclear electric power system
 
concepts, to provide power for the Jupiter mission application and to
 
potentially overcome the limitations of the photovoltaic systems.
 
The basic elements of an RTG consist of an isotope fuel heat
 
source, a thermoelectric converter (thermopile), which transforms a per­
centage of the thermal energy to electrical energy and a radiator which
 
rejects the unused thermal energy. The RTC is characterized by power
 
densities, hot and cold junction temperatures, and the application of
 
thermocouples. The relatively constant output of the RTG's over the
 
mission time, along with the substantial reduction in battery capacity,
 
could result in reduced power conditioning complexity.
 
The energy storage medium used in the program is the nickel­
cadmium battery. The battery requirements depend upon power peaks and
 
solar occultation for the Venus mission; for the Jupiter mission, the
 
amount of battery capacity is greatly reduced since the RTG's operate
 
independently of solar occultation. The batteries are used principally
 
for high-peak momentary.loads, but may also be used on a duty-cycle
 
basis in the event of failure of one or more RTG's.
 
The power control unit regulates solar array, radioisotope
 
thermoelectric generators and battery power within the power system.
 
Along with the inverter, converter, and shunt element assembly, the unit
 
consists of the boost regulator,-the redundant sequential shunt regulator,
 
the synchronizer, power switching logic, battery charge control logic,
 
command capability and telemetry monitors.
 
5. Electric Networks
 
The networks' objective for the electrical interconnections is
 
to provide for the reliable transfer of electrical energy between the
 
various elements of the flight spacecraft and the launch vehicle and
 
capsule throughout ground test, and launch and spacecraft flight opera­
tions. The networks for the spacecraft consist of two main ring harness
 
assemblies of many individual cables, some separate system interconnecting
 
cables not part of the main harness, individual bay harnesses for each of
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the fifteen electronic assemblies, and in-flight disconnecting cables to
 
the launch vehicle and flight capsule, and do not contain the harnesses
 
for the pyrotechnic subsystem. The harnesses, in general, are composed
 
of one or more cables of insulated and twisted wires, either shielded or
 
unshielded, bundled together and, terminated at the ends by connectors.
 
The pyrotechnic subsystem consists of the spacecraft electro­
explosive devices and the networks required for controlling, initiating
 
and accomplishing nonrepetitive events by explosive actuation. It per­
forms the planetary vehicle functions of separation from the launch
 
vehicle, control of the propulsion subsystem during midcourse corrections
 
-and orbit insertion, and control of deployment devices for antennas and
 
magnetometers. The items are composed of parallel redundant separation
 
switches, a pyrotechnic controller, electro-explosive devices, pin pullers,
 
igniters, valves, harnesses, electrical connections, and firing circuits.
 
D. Temperature Control
 
Spacecraft temperature control is implemented through thermostatic­
ally controlled heaters, thermal louvers, surface coatings and multi­
layer thermal insulation. All spacecraft equipments are maintained within
 
specified temperature limits by heat dissipated by the electronics. In
 
the equipment bays, the thermal louvers are regulated to be fully open at
 
a radiation plate temperature of approximately 70'F and to close at a tem­
perature of approximately 40'F. The temperature of external equipment is
 
controlled by the use of surface coatings or by electrical heating. The
 
heaters are also used for contingency heating of certain select equipments.
 
The subsystem covers internal electronic equipment, guidance, control and
 
navigation equipment bays, the propulsion subsystem, and external equipment
 
E. Attitude Control Propulsion
 
The primary functional requirement of the attitude control propulsion
 
subsystem (or reaction control subsystem) is, as a mass expulsion system,
 
to provide control torques to the spacecraft in response to processed
 
information from the attitude control system. To achieve three-axis
 
stabilization, the subsystem must be capable of imparting a control
 
torque about either of the three spacecraft-centered axes. This torque
 
is accomplished by the simultaneous expulsion of mass from two opposing
 
thruster assemblies. Simultaneous operation of two opposing assemblies
 
is required to assure a pure moment about any one axis, and two assembly
 
pairs are required for each axis to provide control capability for perform­
ing the functions of pitch, roll or yaw. The subsystem also provides
 
torques for roll control during operation of the main engine.
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The selected propellant, gaseous nitrogen, is stored in four spheri-

The other equipment, or
cal tanks fabricated from 6AI-4V titanium alloy. 

fixed hardware components, is composed of filters, regulators, valves,
 
nozzles, temperature sensors, pressure transducers, heaters, tubing and
 
fittings.
 
The total weight of propellant, tanks and fixed hardware for the
 
attitude control propulsion subsystem without mounting structure or micro­
meteoroid shield is represented by the following equation:
 
ACS 
 WTANN2 + HDWACS
 
The 	weight of nitrogen propellant required is given by
 
P

WN2 = 2(1t/Isp) 
I - (f/P)(Ti/Tf) 
where
 
WN2 = weight of nitrogen propellant required (kgm)
 
it = total impulse required (kgf. see)
 
Isp = specific impulse (kgf. sec/kgm)
 
3p = contingency factor for Isp degradation C-)
 
p. 	= initial propellant tank pressure (kfg/m2 )
 
Pf 	= final propellant tank pressure (kgf/m2 )
 
= initial propellant temperature (OK).
Ti 

Tf = final propellant temperature (OK).
 
For durations as long as 1500 days, some operational redundancy is neces­
sary in order to increase the probability of mission success. Therefore,
 
the term "2" is added to the WN2 equation on an assumption that twice the
 
nominal supply of propellant will be carried.
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The weight of a spherical propellant tank with a wall thickness
 
that'.is small compared to the tank radius is given by the following
 
equation:
 
WTAN = l.5(WN2 )(R)(T max)(p/O)mat (SF), 
where
 
WTANN2 = weight of nitrogen propellant tank (kgm)
 
R = nitrogen gas constant (m . kgf/kgm 'K)
 
Tmax = maximum anticipated temperature (0K)
 
= density of tank material (kgm/m3 )Pmat 

amat = ultimate tensile stiength of material (kgf/m2 )
 
(SF) = design safety factor (-). 
Thus,
 
WN2 = 0.04135338 it
 
WTANN2 1.32 WN
2
 
34.

'ACS 

F. Science
 
The flight spacecraft is designed to accommodate and provide sup­
port for a science payload that is capable of accomplishing the specifie
 
science mission. Although there is no such science subsystem, integra­
tion of the scientific experiments requires consideration of scientific
 
tasks, equipment, and spacecraft subsystem interfaces. The experiments
 
may be contained in the planetary-scan platform or mounted on the equip­
ment module or on booms deployed from that module, depending on provisior
 
of flexibility in orientation.
 
A spectrum of possible scientific experiments for any spacecraft
 
mission is so wide that it is not intended to recommend any particular
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experiment in order to derive estimates of the engineering requirements
 
and constraints that may be imposed by the science payload on other
 
spacecraft subsystems. For a typical spacecraft, boom-mounted experi­
ments may include photo-imaging, infrared radiometer, broadband infrared
 
spectrometer, high resolution infrared spectrometer, ultraviolet spectrom­
eter, gamma ray, polarimeter and meteoroid flash director; and body­
mounted experiments may comprise celestial X-ray, micrometeor impact
 
detectors, solar X-rays, cosmic ray, solar occultation, solar plasma and
 
atmospheric mass spectrometer.
 
For the computer program, input may be generalized by specifying
 
an approximate realistic value of science payload (instruments and scan
 
platform) motivated by the degree of confidence, or, alternatively,
 
parametric curves for some spacecraft subsystems may be generated
 
internally by specifying various acceptable input values of science
 
payload.
 
G. Residuals
 
The residuals consist of propellants (unusable propellant, random
 
outage and fuel bias), pressurants (storage bottles and propellant tanks)
 
and attitude control system fluids. The equations used in the program
 
are as follows:
 
WPFIX = 0.0048Wp + 0.04953(PIX + P2X) 
PRESS = 6.10472293 x 10-(UP)(VI + V2)
 
ACSF = 0.0832 ACS,
 
where
 
WPFIX = weight of unusable propellants (kgm)
 
WpP = weight of propellant loading (kgm)
 
PIX = density of oxidizer (gm/cm3)
 
P2X = density of fuel (gm/cm3 )
 
PRESS = weight of pressurant gas (kgm)
 
AOSF = weight of fluid in attitude control propulsion
 
subsystem (kgm).
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IV. NUMERICAL APPLICATION
 
Two nu erical examples considered here for two hypothetical configur
 
tions carry\ ig two and four propellant tanks, respectively, illustrate
 
the impact : a number of propellant tanks and the electric power. For
 
use 	in the piograms (Tables 2 and 2a), the input parameters for the
 
Venus and Juiter missions are as follows:
 
Flight capsule weight = 2267.960 kgm.
 
.Sc ice payload = 204.117 kgm.
 
Adapter weight = 113.3981 kgm.
 
Elec	tic power:
 
Venus mission: No RTG system
 
Jupiter mission: RTG system 226.7962 kgm.
 
Prop.sion subsystem:
 
A) = 2050 m/s
 
TP-ust = 46706.3270 N
 
Isp 	= 305 sec
 
En!,ine weight = 185.973 kgm 
MR = 1.6
 
Oxidizer density = 1.440 gm/cm3
 
Fuel density = 0.872 gm/cm 3
 
Ull age pressure = 1620267.942 N/m2 . 
Maximumlstage diameter = 3.556 m.
 
Minimum stage length for propulsion module = 1.27 m. 
Maximum radius for propellant tanks = 0.6731 m.
 
Mission duration = 1000 days.
 
Acceleration:
 
5 gis longitudinally
 
2 g's laterally.
 
Tables 4a and 4b show the weight statements for the Jupiter space­
craft and 5a and 5b for the Venus counterpart.
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Table 2: Program Listing for Four-Propellant-Tank Spacecraft Design 
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151 VA. ,3P3333*PIRl**3
 
* 	 152 VQut-H=O1016-2oR13*RI**2*PI
 
* 	 153 V1=VA+VB
 
* 	 154 XLISH-0.1016-2.*R1
 
* 	 155 V2-VR*V1
 
* 156 VAfl.33333PI-R2n-3 
a 157 VS-V2-VA 
* 	 158 XL2=VB/CPI*R2.*2)
 
159 Ps2.
 
* 	 160 HX=XL2+0.1016+2.aR2
 
29 
________________________ 
__________________________ 
_________________ 
________________________ 
__________ 
_____________ 
____________ 
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ 
c 163 VBsXL2.PI*-12**? __________________________ 
165 vi~V2/V-

= 167 V'j4V1VA 
_ 
_ 

- 169 31 Te91 
_ 
_ 
_ 

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ 
= 172 Ps 254 
* 173 20 R2 = .\CN-NRI-C.2S4)+C.3175J/CRN4*RI) 
V2

- 175 
IF' A SV zf1.4I~Z'.0= 177 
OT3P
180 

it 18 50 Ri CK 
-187 k2=(N*(.l.g3c37/N+1 
* 189 v2 vR.Vi 
191 IFCXLCJ 76,76.591 ______________ 
= 193 iu-­
* 155 60 IF R2Ck3991,9 1 __________ 
* 19982
 
* 201 *XL1I Vk1S9~*3/P41C
 
2a0325 Rw O-xur7324fl1 *. 
* 204 
* 209 91 frPU 2.*tPlX.*lP2X'V2)/1'05 

EC26 jib8 ItL- ]IJs1'i
 
* 207 109 1-IIX = 1*
 
a 208 G-M-T z IO
 
_ 
__ 
__ 
__ 
__ 
__* 209 111 HlX * H 
_ 
_ _ 
* 211 FR * 0092RC41-0-nPU**-5*G 
a 213 STRI -*239C4*D-CHPMX+*1tZ16*G 
* 21 XLN * 5876*D*I~MX41.C162G 
* 215 STLO - STRI + XLOh 
30 
= 	216 SMISC . 17,145791536 
= 	218 IFEXSTTR352 t25,526 
219 2 SUP T . . 76 
• 	220 G. T-- 527
 
22332 SSP:"31eIw
 
= 224 SAICYL-CH-2-Rl-:;,I'6] ,-2831 ¢*-RI*Ci+6,283184-R1*xLl
 
226 ~SAFCYL=[H-P.R2--G.I16I6.63134*R2*C2 6,283184.R2-YL2
 
S228 TK3CYL=UP*RI/54jI23944G.2
 
S 	234 co TK')34T=C-,,c254 
235" 401- IFETK,3CVL<-CCO2543 -C2,'43,3.4" 
236 4C2 TKCCYL=G.,,F; 
• 	233 4C4 TK:TZ P-C-Or254
 
24 40 6 TKFBOT=OCGC254
 
="242 -AC8 TKFCYL=CCCL54
 
• 	244 410 TKFTIP=O,3C254
 
= 	246 '.TANF=4428.7 R*8[SAFSPH-ETKFB3T+TXFTCP] SAFCYL*TKFCYL]
 
250 '.PGT - 7.959931242*ORE3S
 
• 	254 IF CXSTR3523,523,524 
= 	256 G3 TO 61
 
= 	258 SUPE1 - ,OCC2208C5.T*D
 
260 13 SQPE-SUPEI
 
• 	261 61 Vl=Vl
 
262 V2-V2
 
•-263 XMP =22"09 ;5*D*EHrlX EOIb]
 
• 	265 ACSF •-0832 * A-CS
 
266 WPFIX = OC48*WPU+.C4953-(PIX+P2X]
 
267 RESID WPFIX + PKE5S + ACSF
 
268 IFEI-23 80,212#96
 
• 	269 80 6SS - ,O0075S55*C6.6C4-D]*WPJ*G
 
• 	270 GO TO 19
 
31 
* 	 271 96 TCS.TCS.2..r2"..SACSPH+SAICYL+2.*AFSPH.SAFCYL 0.0065
 
* 	 273 212 ',SS 0.0 
275 CT T
 
* 	 277 TX 7T 
= 	 278 irj[-Xrp2;1 q"4,59g,'3 ­
* 	 279 303 X =X-.0
 
* 	 281 SUPE - 8'21E-03*DEG.G*_G
 
* 282 5'E g~6r 
* 	 283 IF CSUPE-S.;PF1 15.leo16
 
285 16 SUPE.X.SUPE 
287 X X+I
 
"* as ....---- Ir[f'Tx-s. ; 2-294,2 

* 	 289 221 PRINT3
 
* 290 TO -83
* 	 291 94 SUPT.CO061*PPUiG
 
-	 293 135 TIMEN2 z TIrE * 86164.C9 
- -- 29 . -. -TIME .2;-6573o3632C;05"-­
= 295 6.N2 * IT * .0C4135338
 
i;-'96-- --- WrA4N ; -i.ZWr w
 
* 	 297 ND0'-ACS - 15.42214058 
299 500 BS wR IFR+STLO+BSM ISC
 
* 33ru- srr4.2dtG864698
 
, 301 SM - 12.972741782
 
* -	 303 SUPET * SUPE + SUPT 
305 PRIPUaENGX.FS+3S+HEL+SuPET+TS
 
* 	 S& "Sh-r .-T5-'Un.D. * '5• 
* 	 307 COSE - 8.111361222.O*..5 
-. pan -0Tcr-r-27722029707t11i.-­
* 	 309 ACT * 8.566735888-Dt-.5 
* 	 311 GC-SEN+COSE CONTCC+ACT+ART
 
---	 3r79T8EfE1 A' 
313 TEL * 5.54997831.0.-.5 
* 314 DAIAbS 54 ?3 
* 	 315 ANTE - 34.708087757*D*.5 
J136 -MR- a t.S/24b412U**at
* 	317 SURE - 15.87573295
 
318 XINS IHpTDfl-T-YLfl-A .AN IE+tI bUR_
 
= 319 BAT - 2.26796185
 
320 P1-RC * 74.3891Y48A68 
321 EP=RTG+BATPWRC
 
* 	 3e XNFTW * b.19p9fpb26*U**.b
 
323 PYR - 7-636063916-D.-5
 
* 	 324 EN1XNTWtPyR 
* 	 325 TCS*.055. CSTR+EM+GC+XINST+EP+EN+ACS+sCIENI 
32 
-------
* 	 32 ECJIzE+3Cnr'; [ST+EP+E . TCS+ACSSC I E_ 
* 327C0'JTG * C5 * LSTR + PRIPL + 
- 3-8 TDS=STRPRtPU*EGUI+C3NTfl 
_ 
* 	 330........ J.U/-1i.XWR2 
_
 
332
 
335 TPVAj-TSAL*CAPS 
a 336 WBF- TS -.CAPS
 
*-3S LW T.S66.X!F.L3 /OO ___________
339 
S 	 342 P0 IFtT.CrXTNi S -,9819
t1"-1rA3S '31* 3;;3- t)V-0v1I3j.;511 jfa4 	
_____ 
* 34 124 tFtDVI-IOVi 82,$885____________
 
N 34525
'8q 2,11,0
 
3467- 603 IFCNECOrE-6J 123,604,604

* 	 34r 04 H- * 
* 	 348 GO "3 60­
* 	 349 -12S, "CAPS - CAPS-TCAPS 
* 	 350- DCAPS - C.5E*CAPS 
t 351 . 6' T_8. . ... .. .. 
- *-352 1 - G TO t34,3153, 3 
* 353 313 H 1+0 
N 356 X) TO 54 
, 	 358 605 IFrNCODE-61 126,606,606 
* 359 606 h * H-D 
* 	 360 DH ' 0.5*04
 
361 G0 TO SV
 
* 	 362 126 CAPS - CAPS$DCAPS 
-, 364 125 G7 TO 03I6,3123,K3 
___________ 
.* 36b J1t WPtJ a WI'TJaU 
S 366 DWPU - DWPt.5 
* 	 368 317 H a H-DH
* 	 369 014 * 0.,1.0 
* 	 370 Go T a4 
* 371 93 3X - X-1. 
* 	 372 BURN - 9-8C665-APU*XISP/TX 
374 301 PRINT 2sBT­
* 375 X *- L 
* 	 376 DH - 0.254 
* 	 377 G6' TO 92 
* 	 378 300 IF(N000E"4] 114,115,607 
, 	 373 607 iF60
 
380 609 NHX MN
 
33 
_____________ 
381 GO TO 53
s - -- 5 - 1___'____ 	 _________ _____O__­
383 FRINT 118'At'sPiV,CAPS,.PTRESIDTISTPVL
 
- = 3g4 TrtscECE'Y"-Izrc rr-rr ­
335 116 CAPS = CAPS+CCAPS 
386 X. -x C1: --	 ___ __________ 
387 V[ITPVL-DVSJ lC6u1Ga83 
* 388 1ff7 C 	 __­
* 	 389 "CAPS = 453.59237 
- & -- 7- x,= x + l-;-.________________________ 
* 	 391 IFED-6.858j 84,83,F3 
_ = 393 52 PRINT 3,XsC, XMY,4P.TsTISDV,R1,R2,V1,V2,XLlXL2,TWBURN
 
* 394 -GYFTl 54 
* 	 395 53 PRI\T ?,X,'HMXPUT,TIS,DV,RSR2,I,V2,XL1,XL2,TWBUR,
 
- rwC-trc2-ZT37mrnn
z 396 54-r 	 C___________________-­
= 	 397 412 FAINT 414 
= 399 413 IF-C\C-2]234,83,2G5
 
- o n6 --- -00 , 1+g.254 

= 	 401 x = X+1.
 
40 GOl IZ; iC6
 
4 204 	 206,83,83
03 IFCH-12.71 

-	 --- 0'- d5 .. Irt3 i;'-"vAI 3,99j5T 
405 99 Yvi = tV2 
* 	 407 x = 2.0 
409 83 IF[ECODE)53C,53G,531
 
- f--53- -­
411
 CALL HELP
 
413 	 70 CALL EXIT
 
414 ENL 
COMMON ALLOCATION
 
77776 STR 77774 B3 77772 RIFR 77770 STLO
 
77766 BbMISL /64 LAN 77762 XIP 77160 bUP
 
77756 SM 77754 PR:PU 77753 N 77751 ENGX
 
77747 FS "Tg5-0S 77743 SuPFr 17141 HEL
 
77737 TS 77735 Ecul 77733 EM 77731 GC
 
--7 	 7T-EN- 77725-C-SE 77723 CONTCU 17121 ALT 
77717 ART 77715 XINST 77713 RAD 77711 TEL
 
77701 UAIA5 ///Ut ANTL ///Up LWI /7/1 SUNL
 
77677 EP 77675 RTG 77673 BAT 77671 PiRC
 
77667 EN /T65-KETw I1bb3 P766 17bb1 lLb 
77657 ACS 77655 ATANN2 77653 HD.ACS 77651 SCIEN
 
-- 77647 CONTICYX&' 5 TOS 77643 RLbID /7641 WPFIX
 
77637 PRESS 77635 ACSF 77633 TIS 77631 WPUT
 
77627 WF 17b5 wO 7/623 WNe /76d. IbAL 
77617 CAPS 77615 TPVAL 77613 ADAP 77611 TPVA
 
34 
PROGRAM ALLOCATION ..................
 
00021 NCODE 00022 MCODE 00023 K
00020 I 

-
 RTwo-O-1
00024 K3 -d - TT7... .. oU-2n ­
0003L P2 00034, XR 00036 0 00040 DVI
 
004- DV2 00044 XT . 000-46 -T­
00052 ENG 00054 UP 00056 TI;E 00060 C1
 
bo 6 . -- 6,b64 UV7X ­dGw2 .. -V--boOo-- 00 --

001CoG G
0O072 BTM 00074 DV3 00076 X
0d10-f -PTfXC-.... oo0- #1 006 PI I---­
e116 0o120 VR
00112 R2 0114 Wlu 0 DWPU 

00..... H -C12-4 DV" 00126 V1- 00130 V2
 
00132 P 00134 C1 00136 C2 00140 XL$l
 
00142 XL2 -6014-4 SACSPH 00f46 SAFSPR 0.. SOA Y­
00160 RN
00152 SAFCYL 00154 DCAPS 00156 DD 

00162 CK i-C64-R'i 00166 VA t6-070--'B­
00172 HX 00174 DR1 00176 VRX 00200 HMX
 
00202- Rf 00204 FR ocOCSTRI ------.- 0 XO
 
00212 SUPT 00214 TKOBOT 0C216 TKOCYL 00220 TKOTOP 
00222-TKFBO-T 00224 TFCYL 00226 TKrTOP U230 TAN( 
00236 WPGTSUP 00240 WPGTPLUM
00232 WTANF 00234 ?JPGT 

00242 SUPE 0(2 4 SpL----- 002'46 SS U2W15EN­
00252 DT 00254 TX 
 00256 TIMEN2 C0260 WBO
 
00272 TPVL
 
SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED ­
... .
SQRT - OFFLD. .ABS ALOG HELP. EXIT 
THE END
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10 ______________ 
_____ 
20 
__________ 
_________ 
30 ______ 
_____________ 
40 
50 
* 2 C SjiRO'JTINE hELF P \ CALLED 'ILL PRI'.T TUT A RAHX TYPE E1GHT-
IS BS3T USED T 2, zH.HEUSED 4TH 
*.4 	 .- NOOS-E OTHER CODES THEC I4ELP 
-s- eucr S-'AT 'T BE ExCE3ST qELY LING "A'DCOZRSPTG 
-6 Ca,-e.Z;St T RHE S,r Er ,ST f ,30FFS I C CJP~C;BE " <e.? r~ SE", R !PzmST ,wA0;hLJ 
2CATAS, A\TE,ClM,SJkc&EP,RT Z,oAIT , RC, N XNETI.,PYR.TCSACS, 41ANNE,= 
= 4T$AL,CA0S.T VAL,AA,TPVA 
(KI. OGRASJs,//]I_12 1001 r3qATt14X,; XTE ,45 c*s EITGAT 

= 13 109W Fl.:i'Ar5XS STtZ_,T0L -,49X,1441
 
= 14 1 03 F34'ATr7X, nASIC SqELL_ sS3XFtE.4) 

= f £cC4 	 r DtvSA;Z nXM ES ta,r±0~i.41£5- ATCI3X,, 
* IS 1005 FRMATCSX,s STRI\GERS '% Lfl,.GER3NS w.2,al 13i.4] 
* 17 41006 F3f,T(9X, fiSCELLANE'U3 $,3tAPIC.4 
2 
* 18 1007 FO RPAT C7\,$ 3Y3TE'3SPPYUS t3EA4S3 ,P6X.F12-1] 
i912 	 FCOf FohkArC7<,t vjCRIMgTE3RjID P;ZiTECTII-, s,24X,F19.41 
ANDf SCAN PLATFOR?i3,14XF12.4I1009 rO'ctMATr7X,$ SUP'^RTS tANTE\A 
* 22 1011 P0RrMATC5X,% PRIPULSIZ 4 S,4&X,Ft4-f 
*f23 O1 FIR31AT(7XrECTE7fA'~ ~2$t2lWhh
 
' 24 !013 F3RM4ATC7YZ FvEL SYSTE" 
 (2) t,3AKsFt.2.4] t73CAri12"lJ 
SUPP (MA!. S,17X,Ft2.41 = b1.4 1_FIATEr~x$# 
,jXftMZE SYSTEM 	 (21 
8 6 .1015 FORMAT[7, s RTS EMGIME AN; TANKS] 
-w-2r7MrT5 ff:ffAr7m' TPRE5SU0IZATT3O tYSTEX -Cp87WiflZT+T 
3 ___28 toil FOR$AT(YX,s TELEMIETRY SENSfiS 	S,32X,-t2.42 

* 1319 FIRi4ATC7,z STRUCTuAE sA.0XF12s43 

;_ 3fT_02C5 -FfRHATt7Xis GUIDAhCFs-,;T ~r~tr~jrFS
 
= 32 1021 FCRMATt9X,$ 
 SESt RS $,37x(,F13.42 
CO,-PsTLR s,28X,FiO.4) 
---FU~fl TRrY,29ChsF 1*-4 * 34 
1023 FOR$ATCSX,S CO\TRGL 
RAT-[eY, s-ER VT -ACTJ7  

* 
 36 1025 F)RAAT(9X,t ARTICULATION EQP. 	 $,27X,rlG.4) 
s 37T02'6 rOIRIAT UK, V INSTRUYENTAT TOY s, 343(Frjiij-4y
 $,39XFtO.4J1_______________
 1027 FORAATt9X;S RADIO
*-38 

1029 FO~RMATCI,* 'DATA SYSTEM t,33X.P1O.42________________ * 

------- hr~fdf~iA~r~A 
 S136X1F10.'* 
* 42 1031 FORMATCSX~s COM ANC s37X,VLO.4] 
*44 1033 ORMAT(7X,tS ELECTRIC POWER $,35X,F12,4]
 
46 1035 FOF*SAT (SXiS BATTERIES S,35X,F10.4]
 
FORtATtYX,S ELECTRIC NETaOR<S $.3aXfltla.#)
*48 -'1037 
1039 ORMATC9X, PYROTECHNICS ,32X,F1O.43 * 
* S 14W OMT7, TMEA[LRE C3TTIKL SYIM e3XsF1Z.4JTS 
FORMATMU,S ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM sJ26XoFIE.4]
* 52 t041 

* 54 1043 VPRMATtSXes HARDWARE $,36XF1O.42 
36 
- -
* 55 1044 73RAT(?Xt SCIENCE [ISTRUMENTS AND SCAN FLATFORN] cIt0X,F12.4
 
57 1C46. F:RvATE1SX,i T-TAL DRY SPACECRAFT $,a2XF1b.4)
 
~ 55 1Q47 F~~r~~M:L-~~t44
 
59 104a FJR ATt7 ,t FR..PELLAr.T 1;3dXF12.43
 
63 	 :049 FlrMAT(7X,'Ps RESZ;LRAM.TS' z;3dX;Fl 
. -- ­
-	
____ 
61 	 1SO FCkAT(7Xs ATTITUF CP\TRCL SYSTEM FLUIDS $.19X,F1.4/X,gX ......
 
63 	 IC51 FORYATCIOXs TtTAL IERT SPACECRAFT ,30X,Ff5.43
 
65 	 1053 F33MATC7X*; FUEL $,45XFla.42
 
* &354 0Th~ fr~, 3 XICIZEr S,41x,ia-4f
 
a 67 ICrB rfRq-ATt7Xss- \1TR'arN $'41XF12.4/69X,$ -------­$
 
65 	 1056 -F-RtATf(1XpS T TAL SeACECRXFT AT LAU' C H
 .
 
S 	 69 1357 F3RMATrSX,s CAPS-LE ZS0XFIS.4/6X,4 ----------- $3
70 	 gth 3RArjox;& TT 4 L LTEr Y-! H ICEAT'lflNCW-?7i R7fl5 * 
71 1G59 F7-3ATt5Xt ADAPTE4 $t5,IF14.4/63Y,----------- s
• -2Ph6O jFRYATCiCx,s TUTAL PLA'%ETARY VEHICLE'V 4JAPTEp'-t;i9X;Ff;47 
----­
73 PRINT !COG 
74 F-iNT 100175 
 PRINT IGG2STR
 
77 PRI4T !Q04,RIFZ
 
-f --- P---RT' f________
T l0h5,STL---------

79 PRI;T ICOO6,SMISC
 
31 
 PRINT IC03,xMP 
83 PRINT '101lSM
 
* 35 - PRINT 1012,NENGX 
* 87 PRINT 1O14,S 
* 89 PRINT 1016,.EL
 
= 91 PFINT. 1018,ECUI
 
* sa - PRINT 1020,GC 
* - 94' PEINI 1OeI"SENT-­
* 95 PRINT 1022,C3SE 
* 	 97 PRINT 1024,ACT 
_ 
S 938 PINT I257AR­
* 	 99 PRINT 1026,XINST 
S 1O0 pejLNI leftRAU
* 	 101 PRINT 1028,TEL 
103
 PRINT 1030,ANTE
 
* 104 PRINT-1031,COm 
* 	 105 PRINT 1032,SURE 
* 	 106 PRINT 1033,EP 
1 PRINT 1034,RTG07 

* 	 108 PBINT 1035,BAT 
* 	 109 PRINT I0 3 6PWRC 
37 
2 110 PRINT 1037,E\
* "lff......WCT-'i3-xET,, ________ 
112 PRINT 1039,PYR 
114 PRINT 1041,ACS
 
11SPI- NT-fo42, ATA\N---______
 
= 116 PRINT 1O43,k. .,S
 
117 . VRNT10-44O,StIE\ "
 
118 PRINT 1045,CINTIG
 
120 PRINT 1047,RESIV
 
= -i ...... PRVTi-C-48,,FIX
 
122 PJINT IC49,P'ESS
 
123 PRINT 5ZC,ACSF­
= _ 124 PRINT 1051,TIS
 
i~iS -- --PRINT' 1c05265-IZT--------------____________
 
126 RINT 1 53,,.F
 
127 PRINT 1054,4n .
 
128 PRINT IC55, A2
 
- 129--- - PRINT 1C56,TSAL .
 
130 PRINT 1057,CA03
 
WT~~~r-- PRTNT' ic8-;rp C ------ __________________
 
* 132 PRINT 1059,ACAP
 
_a 133 P'FdINT T063, TP A-__ 
* 134 rETvRN
135 - --- N --- ........ ..
E D .. 

COMMON ALLOCATION
 
77776 STR 77774 B3 77772 RIFR 77770 STL3
 
77756 $V 77754 PROPU 77753 N 77751 ENGX 
___7 S77_7----7T45-3S__ 77=ThrSzjPEr 77741 HLL 
77737 TS 77735 EcuI 77733 EM 77731 GC 
...7 7- rsE 77725-C0 sr .. 77T7Z-C NTC7--- /77r ALI 
77717 ARiT. 77715 XINST 77113 RAD 77711 TEL 
-77707-A TA5-- -77705' A'.TE . - 7773-COM-------.~70"I-uNL 
77677 EP 77675 RTG 77673 BAT 77671 P6RC 
7-TT$T- 7_7/K65 ETr7X6crPYR /7661 ILb 
77657 ACS 77655 ATANN2 77653 HDACS 77651 SCIEN 
7-t7c'--; --- -7Tc T--PF IX5- -3-RESD-----77I 
77637 PRESS 77635 ACSF 77633 TIS 77631 WPuT 
77627 WF 77-6"2-dwo 7 W-- 77621 TSAL 
77617 CAPS 77615 TPVAL 77613 ADAP 77611 TPVA 
PROGRAM ALLOCATION
 
00000 HELP
 
THE END
 
38 
2 4 1 I- 2.'RI+S.10t6 
5 ..... 0TO 3 -3 
. 6 2 2,*R2+C.1016 
8 V2 = 4,1887eR2*3 
10 IF [INP-,.PU] 14,13,13 
= 4 .i VV. ,qPxU/CxMR...1].2X]/ .. ..
 
- 12 VI = %PJ.x',R/Erx ,R+1..Pix]12.
13 -Ul . 3V 
14 EX2 = VF-V
 
-- I* 	 15- -XL1C x/311s~;2 
--
_____ 
* 	16 XL2 EX2/C3.i4j5q.rZ2..ZJ
 
17 C! = 0C
 
18 C2= 0,0
 
19 IFtXLl27,7,6
23 6 IFLXL2 ,8,5
 
21 7 XL1 -- ;0
 
22 Ci = 0.0
 
P3 . VO * V . . .. . . . . .
 
24 GO TO6
 
f5-- .... C.o0 . ........ ...... .
2 --- .......
 
26 C2 0.0
 
27 VF = V2
 
28 9 IFCXLI-XL2]1,11 0I_
 
a-29- 10 HF *i -2.'RI-+lfl .C1f6­
* 30 GO TO 12
 
31 i 
= 32 12 Vi = V3 33 V2 r VF
 
34 30 TO 14
 
35 13 XLi = 0.0
 
* 36 -XL2 - 0.0
 
* 38 C2 = 0#079 14 RtETURN
 
40 END
 
PROGRAM ALLCATION
 
00036 OFFLD DUMy Ri DUMMY RE DLMPY H
 
DUMMY VI DUMPY V2 00040 WP DUMMy PiX
 
DUMMY PEX VF UUM 1
 
00044 VO 00046 EXi 00050 EX2 DUMMY XL1 
DUMMY XL2 DUMMY Ci DUMMY CE 
THE END 
39 
&REWIND MTI, 
4 FTLOB IU, 
40
 
--Table 2 A:-Prograti Listing for Two-PropellnfTi-SI5a~ &ffDe ii. ... 
&ASSIGN SsMT0,StaCR,Ba'±MTi,LC=LP. 
____________
.REAIND MTja
 
AFORTRAN $tiL2,
 
I C h-AERt-XF S ACEO-0AFT F L114R - E 1-.­
2 	 C7"-\ STqS,RIFRSTL?,aS!ISC,BEAM,^MPSUPFFS JPR pUN ENSX.FS,

= 3 .... 1OSS.,OT,.JLLs TS,1CbIAEisSCSE',CEcOTCC ACT,ARTxPTSTSRADSTEL,
 
4 2tATASA\TE7,CSIREEP.nLAR,ATP.Rr-,E\,XET*PYRTCS,ACS,ATA\N2, 
= 5 3HD.ACS, SC I-..,C NT !,, TO RES IC, PF I'X, RESS; AC 'F;T rS~i-,i7; '3X;NF, 
= 6 4T5ALCAPSTPVALADAP',TPVA.
 
* 2 F3RNAT2', :'AXI;'L'M B, TIVE =,F21.lA4k SEC, EXCEEDED] 
* 	 10 l.F7.4F6.3,FF.,l//
 
*4 11 FRMAT(2X,~hYIOIZE,2X,$-FUELtah~lUrt~Sjqrl~rr
 
S 12 113Xl LLLAfE $,21Xs E'A.INE T,/,3X,$ DENSITY $,lX,$ DENSITY Ss1XS
 
.*_ 	 14 3$ TIME $s4%,$ PRESSURE $,3Xs ThR&UST $,3XS ISP $,3X,$ 'T. $lX,$

5715 4"*ICOCE 	 AiXt/GTG/i
K-63 Cf~),CW)7rrMSr 
* 	 16 5/S] 5,11Xs [DAYS) $,3X,$ [N/S.'4j S,4X$ CINjS,5X,s CS) $,2X,S$ K
*- . .17 . . .. 5 ,/)J . ......... . .. ..	 
___ 
* 	 18 5 FORMAT(EFIO.3,F.2,F1O.2,Fa.IF71sFS.3,FIO.IF14.3,F12i4,F7.1,F9.
 
19 13,[-/7]
 
'20 7" FORMAT37xs TITAL OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL $/2
 
* 2N5.i~S STCfl~~h~PEg~irTS~i ULLIA IANK 
_ 	 22 2TANK TANK TANK BURN S/s ENGINES
 
= 3 DIA L:ENcf 14. ~IGRT W hIr
' "6rrsN-T RipJ 	 vn7 
• 	 24 4UNE VLUXE XL1 XLE T/W TIME $,/EIOX,$ CM) $,3X,$ CMI
 
$frLTR1tC5
12 ~ ~,AUvJ/4,~ ~ ~ ~ ~35, ~ S s Lt *5b#t~i LMC3 X,w 
2 6 (CUd') $kx.$ cCU, l 5s3X,$ $' 2X,' S,9X,$ Si///6 	 V.3 CM] S] 
* 	 28 9 FORMAT[12H STAGE IMPRACTICAL]
?----	 1"I
"* rjO-r F5RVAT("F 6*&F;£2 ;i ;rlwv " F12 ;- rIrr __ 
- 30 119 FORMAT(93H NO. STAGE STAGE DELTA PROPEL 
* .31 1LANT 	 T~SX~~/4 LNC,±N&~ ULiAr.LLK L 
* 	 32 2NGTH V CAPSULE 4EIGHT RESIDUALS DRY WT. GROSS
 
* 	 33 3WT.//

* 	 34 414 FORMATE1Xs BASIC $SXS XMETEOROID ss2Xs FUEL $,2X,$ OXIDIZER Si 
35 13X,$ TANr-p s INE $SlAS PRESS,-RIZAIJON $,/,

* -36 21X,$ SHELL $,IX,S PROTECTItN tAIX,t SYSTEM S,2X,$ SYSTEr S,2X
 
* 	 37 35 SUPPCRES SUPPORrS ,4X,$ SYbSltI S,4XT ALb SAIX, 
* 	 38 4 $ CONTINGENCY RESIDUALS $PlX,$ FUEL $,1X,$ OXIDIZER $,/2X,$ EKG 
* 39 5) S,4Xi$ 	 K)$b, K]S*, K]*/ 7<)sS7T~S4,
40 	 6,t EKG] $,5X,$ (KG) S,4Xo$ (KG) S$,6XS EKG] Ss3XS (KG) S,3Xs EKG 
7) S//]41 

' 42 415 FORMATCFS.3,2F11.3,2F2 .3F,9.3,F13.3,Fl1.3,F1O.3,F123F1O.3F.3/
 
* 	 43 1/]
 
S 44 900 FORMAT(IH1, X, S3HPRELIMINARY DESIGN DATA FOR SPACECRAFT
 
* .45 1 //25X22HOUTPUT FORMAT NCOUE ,12sFi(,.lsbH G LONGITI INALF 
* 	 46 210,1#10H G LATERAL//] 
* 	 47 10 READ 1,HMP1,P2,XMRDOCAPS,DVI
 
* 	 48 READ 1,DV2,XTWTXISPENGUPjTIME
 
* 	 49 READ IJG1,62,RTGSCIEN.ADAPFMAXOMAX
 
50 READ 8.XSTRDTIiNCCDEMCODE.K
 
--
________________ 
S 53 	 PRINTI , 
' 551FCt.4 	 1',2* 
s 57 1aS 	PRINT 19 
STt 127 
PRINT 7
* .53 13" 
6 3 pax -=r2-*.3C 
. --6;--- s3;14--9 s,
 
G1 T 3C7
67 

* 69 237 	 G3 Tt 310,3111<3 
= : 71 	 R2 a FLAX
-2-"*-,- --'K53'. 3
 
'73 !,4PU * '453.592$7 
211 IF[FMAX3 	 510l,510,51175

* 76 510 	 FrMTW2.4z 
S 77 Si1 IFCOh'AXI 512,512,550 
* 73 
79 95C vR = PIX/CXMR*P2X) 
------- au---------- IF[ Q ora o rogl 
*, 81 74 	 IF .CtE-4 108,110,630C
 
S- 83, 601 H = HM
 
= .85 DV3 OVI-1,0
 
* 87 	 RI -14-.I1163/
- ; p3-" ; 33 RI3 
'89 VZ VR.VI 
-rrczlzzaaiiTaSJg-b - --
91 IFCRI-P2] O,10*611s611
 
- 93 V2 - V/
 
333
 
* 	 95 RZ- C0.23873Rf2-V1]**.

~ 4&5611 P
 
97 Cl 	i­
* 99 	 XLi *'0.0 
* 	 100 XLE*0.C,
 
SA SPI-=6.83184*R2**2
* lot0102 	 OSPH-6.Z$3j84*R1**2
 
13 - SACCYL-O0
 
t,1 SAFCYL-O00
 
* 105 	 GO TO 91
 
_  _  
_  _ 
- -
______ 
________________ 
------
_____-_- ---_ -----.------ --- -
: 
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ 1­
1c7 CAPS :45.59237
 
£ 13 __ haN M 
- 1061 
- 113 
S i 
a 1512 

1:3 

1-

116 

--1, 

-12S 

".121 
* 13 

*- 124 

* 126 
13Z
123 
* 19
=135

* 133 
131 
.	 132 

* 	 133 

S140 

14
142 

• 143 

146 

142
* 	 I7
* 	 138 

149
37 

* 	 150 

* 	 151 

* 	 153 
154
* 	 155 
* 	 156 

a 	 157 
S158 
159 

a 160 
1 CAPS n 0*3 
117 C 2 .54 
. ....CD - 2 -4. 
1 

137 

- 1:7 
* 118138 

... ... 

.
 
-
A4 G3 T ,312.R13-,K3 
..... CA C OFFLO'.. .. 
60 	 C 
31 i a 1-
XL1 0.0 
R = 23. 3 V]o3
RN D/2­
01< CD-U.381Ji4.FI-. B ~R
 
. IRCCH-C.1016J-2..CK1 
24 .R = -c1016/2-
M9 

eIO 

517 

bO T 10VTh3
 
C S= 

CCAPS =453.59237 
P 1 .016
 
fl 	 ~~1--6 
~- 0-54 
-	 T2; t
 
Vl - 4.18879.Rj*n3 
V2 - V2/VR
 
____ 
. .. .. .
 
- - ____ 	
___ 
24,24,210 
SAOSPH=6,2.3134-RI--2
 
W SPH=6,283184R*H2*

SACYL=C.v
 
SAFCL-.CoO
 
IFCR-R2x 517#5172C
 
SB=[l-OLO1-0.R0RlRP
1 I{MAX-e5!) ] 1 bal 
IF[R-FMAX] 91*91,518
 
VR- -18*AX
 
R29F-A
 
VA P=3 33PI*RI-*3
 
VISVA+VB
 
XLlaH-0.1OI6-2,*R1

V2-VRV1
 
VAR-X33333*PI*R2*3
 
VBV-VA
 
XL2V8/[P8iR2**MA
 
P.2-

HXXL2+O 016+2,*R2

* 15 VA13333.PI.1A3
 
161 IF(HX-k] 5*6,91,'1 
1 2 516 XL2 --10--16:2..R2 -..... .... ..
 
163 VB=XL2*PI*R2*.2
 
* 	 165 V1=V2/VR
 
S 166 vA=F-.M3333r
 
* 	 167 VB=V1-VA 
- 169 C,0 TO 91
 
171 25 RI 0.542 

2 	 f7 -- ----- P' 72
 
173 20 R2 (R\*CR-R-0.2543 +031753/(RN+R1 )
 
174 Vi 18__3 * 2H-* 0__"

* 175 V2 =4,i8879.R2.*3,P.&22**( H-2..R2.01I 
177 -IF CA3S(VR -VR)-.00I) 4C,4C,30
 
179 42 Ri * Ri + CR1 
'180 - -" -TO ..... ... . ...
 
181 43 RI RI-DRI
 
182 .1 -= 0.IWc . ... ...
 
183 GO T3 20
 
185 53 RI CI
 
* 	 187 R2 EPN*(R-RI-C.254+0.3175),ERN4R I 
.	 189 V2 * VR*V1 
* 10c XL2d EVd-4 M9 2**37~rR*e
 
- 191 IFCXL23 76,76,91
 
2-	 £322 /6 rrr72aTxa2*V2J...33
 
193 XL2= 00
S-T9r 'TO9 
195 60 IF CR2-CK]91.91,81
 
196 -l 1 1 UK

* 	 197 C1 0.0 
198 RI * CRN*[RN-R2-O.2543+O.3175]/CRN .+H2 
* 	 199 V2 - 4.18879*R2**3+PI*R2.*2*.H-2.*R2.0.lI63
 
r 	 O0 vi * V2/VR
 
201 XLI - CV1-4.1879*R**3]/[PIR.*2J.
 
* 	 202 IFLXL1J I/b791 ­
203 75 Ri - (0.23873242-V1J**.333 
* 	 204 XL1- 0.0
 
205 91 IPU - PIX*VI+P2X*V23/1.05

* 	 206 318 IF[H-Hr] 109,111.111
 
* 	 207 109 HMX . HM
 
20 up I lie 
* 	 209 111 HMX. H
 
* 210 112 RI - 0413640*D*WPU**.5*G 
* 	 211 FR - *00928041*D*WPU**.5*G
 
* 	 212 RIFR * RI + FR 
* 	 213 STRI - *31638*D*tHMX+1016J*G
 
* 	 214 XLON - .66791*D*CHMX+1.0163*G
 
215 SKI - 2.425590OcrHMXl..O16]*G
 
44 
--
216 STLC * STRI + XL-n% + Sxl 
= 1.875733C 

218 6EAM = *03844742*C*'.C *. 5*3
 
-SFtft17 
* 	 220 525 SUPT=.C0736-WPU-G I
 
* 221 G i7
 
222 526 SJPTvPU'3*.f00611
 
* 223 527 IFLP-1.) 33,33.32. . 
a 224 32 SASPH*6*2a31.*71..2 
* 	 225 
227 SAF3CYL=.2-1*.2. *­
228 33 TKCd&T=UP*Cl/CS2763SC.4
 
* 	 29 TK3CYLUci5134d2-----
______
 
2 TK3T-P=JP*1l/182,7 6 "';. 4
30 
* 	 232 TKFCYL=JPh,/541P334..C,2 
. 234 .FCT<)OT-c.,0254] 400,431,401
 
35 O TK-4,T-'.TC ........
 
236 40: TPETKCYL-C.00254] 4C2,403,403
 
v -402 fKCCYL6.1C02EI
 
238 403 IFTKOTIP-C,0O254J 4L4,405,405
 
*239 404 YTUT 1 F=0­
* 	 240 405 lF[TKFB-T-c.0254] 4C6,407,407 
* 	21i4t6- tKPdJTflt.0t 5W4 1 ­
242 407 IFCTKFCYL-,.30254] 4C8,439j409
 
* 	 243 4 -TKFCYL0.0G 94- ------ - --- ­
244 409 1F'TKFT)P-c.C02543 410,411,411
 
* 	 245 410 TKF ICPU0C2b54 
246 	.411 kTA.4428.48.[SASPH*CTKCB T+TKeT-P]+SACYLTKOCYL
 
4ni-- ,A.Ni4 4247P-IflY 6-CAF7wTrzr FlT--r<T-3+-TCYj-TFLYL
 
S248 CS = 1.4rWTANO
 
* 	 250 PRESS - UP*[Vl.V2]-6.1O472293E-06/2. 
* 	 251 =?- 2,--S
* 	252 IPGTSUP = .012 * NPGT
 
* 	 254 k + WPGTSvP 4 PGTPLUMkEL PGT 

255 IFtXSTR 523,523,b-V
 
* 	 256 524 SUPE - .0002794,T
 
* 	 257 30 It 61 
* 	 258 523 SUPE w.,021378*EN3*D*G

S 59 SUPEl a *000220805.T*O 
.* 263- IF CSUPE SUPEI 13,6t,61 
261 13 SUPESSUPE1 
a 262 61 VP=V1 
* 	 263 V2-V2
264 XMP.O
 
265 EM * 2.441184*D*G
 
266 ACSF - .0832 * ACS
 
* 	 267 PFxI *0048*WPU+.04953*CPX.P2X] 
268 RESID - WPFIX + PRESS + ACSF 
269 IFCI-2] 80,212,96 
* 	 270 80 SS - *00 07555*C660-DI..PUs
 
45
 
271 GO T"r 19 
- 272-t 96-C+. (-.-SH~ACL2#s~P+~cyJGo6 
273 IF(I-4] 212,23 33.. ............ ..... .
 
.____________
-= -- 7 1P"-sS t'- -. s O 
* 	 275 19 CE',G =_%G 
- 276 .... LT- T 
= 	 277 EN3X E%5 
273 TX-= T ..-.-......... 
279 :tX2" 9-,c,33 
- 281 92 E3X 
......2 jPE -=- 8--2-IE_33iotX G .....----
- 233 SoPE1 -CP4A364.Z-T­
=f - -IF'- -SUr-E S', PE 1) 15,16,-6 -16 
- 28 1E SUPE=SLPE1 
286 i6- sUrE X'SE;-; 
" 
237 TX = X. 
289 IF[-6.J 94,221,221 
- -31. 2"-------31T- R3 
-f292 4. . sj.GoP 4.3........ . ........
 
293 IF ( NCIDE-2J 135,135,135 
294 135 1I M4 N2KL W~lTT 
= 295 IT . ­TI.EN2.2.658733632E-05
 
= 	 296 " q- -- 1T-% .T013333. 
297 '.TAN,%2 = 1.32 * 
= 299 ACS,.TANN2I-CCS
 
301 SJPF . 52.-445F95 
303 .STR-SSS+BS+2EA-+XMP+SUPF+SM 
S1C--4 SOPET -0SsGPT---@ 
= 3C5 TS * 16.646839979 
307 SEN = 6.81S294572.-'*..5 
* 	 309 CONTCl - 12.575099592D**.5
 
T-310 	 AflI - .5G7359Y8e4-----­
311 ART = 11.5313593044.D**.5 
RAD 	- 29-0299117
: 	 313314 

ILL 

-
315 DATAS • 11.3398092 
316 ANTF =F.317 COM 6.375245312-3,**5
 
* 	 318 SUNL b187z7325b 
* 319- XINST-RAD+TEL DATAS+ANTE+COM+SURE 
: 320 SOLAR - 8Q,7394419F 321 BAT - 159,6645142
 
* 	 322 PWRC - 71.2140021
 
* 	 323 EPZSOLAR+BAT.PWRC
 
4 	 32 XNET, - b8.C97946599.D**.5
 
,,, 325 PYR * 7.636c639:6..*.5 
46 
______________________ 
______________________ 
*, 326 

- 3Z8 
*: ~ 
330 

33j,,=,P/1+XR
 
M 334 
335

* 	 336 
S37 
* 	 333 
339 " 

* 	 340 
34* 
s 342 
= 344 203 
* 346 124 
*343 603 
343 604 
* 350 
* 352 
- 353 1 
* 354 121 
t 355 Z14 
S356-
357 315 

* 	 358 
* 360 605 

* 	 31~ 60
* 	362 

- 364 126 
a66 125 
* 367 316 ­
* 368 ­
* 369 
* 370- 317 
= 371 

* 372 

* 373 93 
E=XNETw4PYR 
EQU-Ee+GCCXINST+EP+EN+TCS+ACS SCIEE_ 	
_ 
*.s32'-I 
T0S-STR+PqPUtE+E, tCCNTG 
~ d sT* -+"Pipx;c-
TSAL=-TIS+F. 
TPVA-L.TSALC-APS 
-fPqXW;TVA,+ALAP 
a TIS + CAPS 
TPVAL -'CAOS-.L-...... . 
-l T* 
IFICOCE- i P0 a,6233__ __. 
_ _ 
IF CTA-YT.O3 $a'98o93 
__________ 
WCDEVt-0VI Z282,85 
_________________ 
IrtNCODE-6J 123,604,6C4.
 
h = H-cq
 
GO TO 608 
OCAPS - 5*CAPS.
~To 84
 
G-VTC 031413153,3 
QPQ, .PU-Y4VU 
GO TO 84 
1, - b+H ' 
3 1NT 4 T 
IWCNCOOE-eJ' 126,636,60A;
 
- *H
 
OH = 0.5-0k
 
CAPS *CARStPCAPS 
GO TO f316,2173.<3 
P ~UOP 
0XPU OWQ*
 
Go TO84
 
1'* -OHGO TO 9
 
GO TO84
 
-RX-1. 
376 301 PRINT 2.Tm7
 
* 	 38_7530 IFCBN-ST$3]
* 37-7 x * x+±. 
* 37 00 5TO$ 
*380 300 IFCNCOOE-43 
3,300%
5301
 
1141,115*607 
47 
381 607 IFC'r.E-6, 115,609,609 
333 GO TO 53
 
= 33'. -f-r-PgC-zTrISCAP-;2.P y-­
335 PRINT 118 ,x, stDVCAPS,4PUTRESIDTiSTPVL
 
336'....... FC-lnrE!4Y
 
337 116 CAPS r CAPS+DCAPS
 
3S9 IFCTP'/L-)V] 106u136'83 
390 117 - +r,. -= . 
= 331 -CAPS = 453,53237 
393 IFC-6,8-5-3 84,&3, 3 
394 4 IFC,[ i) 53,53-3 2 
= 395 52 PRINT.V 
-"	396 G! T: 54.
 
397 53 PRINT '3oXCPHXPuTTISIDVR1,R2,VIV2AXLIIXL2,TBUR
 
399 412 PRIT 414
 
4t3 PRINT S FSET R ThF ...
 
401 413 1FC\CME-23 204.83,205
 
i -w -r2G6 z - - -_______
- =40 .25 4 

403 X = X+1.
 
= 	 4C4 uT16 
* 405 204 IFtr12.71 206,83,83 
437 99 EV1 . DV2
 
* 409 X a 2.0 
* 	 410 63 To 134
 
-411 33 IFCMCOCEJ53C,536,531
 
12 531 NfX
 
413 CALL HELP
 
415
 70 CALL EXIT
 
416 VNI 
CCmV 'ON ALLOCATION 
77776 STR 77774 3S 77772 RIFR 77770 STLO
 
7766 BSMLSL hi E/ /02X167tUS~
 
77756 SN 77754 PROPU '77753 N - 77751 ENGX
 
77747 FS '--7745S09----7//43TSJPET /7141 tLL
 
77737 TS 77735 E(U1 77733 EM 77731 GC
 
~7Y 7EN/,257ffE lf!3LONTLO 171e21 ALI 
77717 ART 77715 XINST 77713 RAO 77711 TEL
 
77707 ATA5 I//US ANTI i//UV L' /7/U] bUNL
 
77677 EP 77675 SOLAR 77673 BAT 77671 PRC
 
77667'EN 77665/XDOTW 7/663 PYh /7661 ICS
 
77657 ACS, 77655 MTANN2 77653 HOWACS 77651 SCIEN 
77647 CNT G T 7764 REWID 77641 WPFLX
 
77637 PRESS 77635 ACSF 77633 TIS 77631 WPUT
 
77627 WF 77625 W- 77623 WN2 /762T1 SAL
 
77617 CAPS 77615 TPVAL 77613 ACAP 77611 TPVA
 
PROGRAM ALLOCATION
 
00020 I NCO3E
-0021 
 00022 MCODE 00023 K
 
00024 K3 000?5 IT 00026 HM----- -oO-P­
00032 P2 00034 X"R 00036 0 00040 DVi
 
0004"2 DV2 00044 XTi, 00046 T CO050 xISP. .
 
00052 ENG 00054 UP 00056 TIME 00060 61
 
00062 62 00064 RT3 00066 rMAX UU070 OMAX
 
00072 XSTR 00074 2Th 00076 0V3 
 0olo X 
odib d .00104 PIX 30106 ... ..0X-0 FT...... 
00112 RI 00114 R- 00116 WPU 0o120 DPU
 
00122 VPR 00124 H 00126 OH 013"0 Vi
0" 

00132 V2 00134 P 00136 Cl 
 00140 C2
 
00142 XL1 00144 XLE 
 00146 SAOSPH 06150 SAFSPH
 
00152 SAOCYL 00154 SAPCYL 
 00156 DCAPS 00160 DD 
o016? ... d1bi64 C 00166 RX 0b170 VA 
00172 VS_ 00174 HX 30176 DR1 00200 VRX 
00202 HMX 00204 RI 30206 FR 0210 STRI ­
00212 XLON 00214 SKI 05216 SUPT C0220 TkOBQT 
'
00222 TKOCYL 00224 TK<TOP 0226 TKFBOT" Cd230 TFCY[ 
00232 TKFTOP 00234 WTANO 00236 WIANF 00?40 WPGT 
00242 WpGTSop "00244 V4PGTPLuM 00246 SUPE. 0b250 SUTPEY .. 
00252 'SS 00254 OE\G 00256 DT 0c260 Tx00262 TI'1EN2 00264 4- 00266 WF 
 00270 V
 
00272 Tw 00274 BURN 00276 TPVL
 
SUBPRIGRAMS REQUIRED
 
SORT OFFLD ABS ALOG HELP EXIT
 
THE END
 
49 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
2 C SUBROUTINE rELP ,HE% CALLED WILL PRI\T OUT A R-AERC-X TYPE hEIGHT
 
-_______
-- 3 ~TYEm5ET- F'r TriE VtFIICLE -Tc 	 --­
4 C HELP IS BEST USED AITH %CCE = 2, wN:N USED WITH OTHER CODES THE 
"'" 	-'C ------ jT'TS-fl- r -ar-XCZSSIVELrT-3N 3 A'DO-c -'crSTRG ­
6 C"-', STn,?'IFRSTL3SISCBEA SNMXFS 
o2 LATAS,A'TE.CtM,SJRL,EP,S-LAABATP^RIENX\ETPYRTCSACSsTANN2,
 
9 3,D ACS,SCIr,,C '.TIG,TDSYESID,APFIX,$RESSACSFTIS,,UT,WFW,WX, ­
. 4TSALCAPSTPVALACAPiPVA
 
i lbOCO -Fj*ZATtfHI,-4X,S ,.EIMO6T SulMA'ARY,/. . .
 
*_ 	 12 1001 FrnMVAT(141,S ITY ,.5X,- ..E[GHT (KILOSGRAMAS)1,//
 
I 13r02 rIRlAr(SYc,s STR %., E Z,4SX,r14.4-------------1­ 
14 1003 FORMAT(7XT BASIC SHELL $,38Xr12.43 
=-5 fc 0 41 FtRMAT(9,s lJGS Akt FqAMES $,23xLF40;4) 
= 16 1005 FORI'ATC9YX, STRIN3ERSs Li:,GERO\S A\' SKINS $ui4XF1O.4) 
= 	 18 107 F3RMAT(7Xs SYSTEM SUPPgITS (BEAMS) s, 6XF12.42
 
=--f 'Tc08 rA(x~rvgEE~ PROTECTIO', V;24xi;Flj2. 2 ­
= 1009 FORAT7X,s SUPPORTS tA\T.,SCA PLAT.AND SOLAR ARR.)s$,Fsx,4. 
-- Y--17f-OTO--RAT 7flV,-SEPARAflOK MPECt4AK-1SM 1tT25X;_FI2_4T ­
22 1l1l FOR:IATC5Xn PR'PULSILN $,48XF14.42 
= 24 1013 F3RMATE7Xs FUEL SYSTEM Ell S,34XFl;.]4 
26 	 1015 FIRMAT[(y,$ SUPPORTS VMAIN EMGIXE AN, TANKS] S,17X,F12.4
T=7T6-FORMAT 7x, -PRE SU.UXTWSfSTEM STf8YPFI2W
 
28 1017 FORMAT7X,$ TELEMETRY SENSORS $,32X,F12.4) INSITNUZ
Y59 	1018 F3R.9XTSX_--ECGIr0 E_.TT R.j

~ETA- * ev 
1019 F3RMAT(7XtS STRJCTuRE S,40XF12.42
 
= 32 1021 FORMAT[9XS SENSORS $,37XFO.41 
"=.... 022-ORAT[ X(,s'rPUTER/SEUEMCER $l26X-F10T47 
34 1023 FORMAT(9X,$ CO\TROL COiPJTER $S,28XF10.4J 
-*b 1024 FWTT5, ALUiShi~,i .ttV' 
= 	 36 1025 FORMATC9XI ARTICULATInN EQP. $,27XFO.41
 
a 	 38 1C27 FIRMAT(9XAS RADIO S,39XFlC.4J 
39 	 102(O ,ET-g9XT'-TE-EET,-f-l35"OW-F 
1029 FORMAT(9X,$ DATA SYSTEM $,33XF10.4
 
41 lo3O FUHMAI W$Z ANILNNAS $,3bX, IU.4J
 
4 1031 COMVAND $,37X,Fl0.4J
 2 FORMATC9X, 
* 	 43 1032 F- R rr1rir*RESRMEN1 3xFAu *J 
44 1033 FORMAT7Xs ELECTRIC PCAER $,35XF12.4J 
45 1034 FORTA[Xm$SOLAR ARRAY X*F0 . 
46 1035 FORMATC9XAs BATTERIES $,35XFO.4) 
a 47 1036 FuNMAI LX,$ PO^ER CONIhRL StolXf1lU4J 
* 	 48 1037 FORMATI7XS ELECTRIC NETA0RKS $,32X'F12.41
 
49. 	 1038 FORMATC9XS NETWRKS71X6FO.T 
1039 FORMATt9Xis PYROTECHNICS S,32XFIO.4j 
XIT 14Xsl.J
 
4Jt1~*' 
S 	 51 1040 FORMATCT---TEMPERTURE CONTROL SYSIEM $,23XF12.4J 
* 	 52 1041 FORMAT(7XS ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM s,26XF12.4)
 
53 1042 FORMATE9X,$ TANKS $,39XFi .41
 
* 	 54 1043 FORMAT(9Xj$ HARDWARE $,36XFIO34
 
50 
------- 
55 1:44 F3JRATf7X,! SCIE ,CE LINSTRM;iENTS A.0 SCAk PLATFORI s$I.X,FI2.4 
57 1046 FORfAT[lCXfl TjTAL -;rY SPACECRAFT S,32XFlb.4] 
^53 1'7 FR'AvtX, T'LUALS $Sx; 4.43 
59 L048 F.'RATt7X,! PRtPTELLANT$. 8. 2 41 .. ... 
. -$­
c 62 1 ----$ /I I - ­
61 Ic50 rTTAT!7x,- CATIULE C$ZNTfl2 SYSTEM tLJIDS , , 4/69X.. 
-
63 10;51 F"3RYA't10X,-, T'AL INE: r SPnCEl-AF T D0s1.
 
64 10?F0'MATC5X, t SA LE ~EL 1S,4'0Xs;5.4)
 
* 	 65 !C53 EU;VA'tlXfl FrLs,5si. 
_____ 
* 	67 1455 F7Z '.ATC7X,$ IRO S,*1Y.nI2.4/63y,S-----------C ____ 
= 	 66 105 PdsFQATtf- X,s T'TAL SPACttc4-rT AT LLCS2Xr5
 
69 IZ?57 FlRviATt5X,S CAPStjLE IrS./6~ --- S3
 
70 1358 FIRNATCIOX, T3rAL PLA',ETARY VEHICLE AT LA,NCI( 19i;rI5.4J
 
71 12359 FC.;tATt5XS AO4nTEr, 	 x, ------------3
 
72t 10 AY1 X, sx,TT AL 'bEAx T Af rflCrY A UPTRP-7riqxsiryy.T7r--­
73 PRINT I000
 
74 F.RINT 1001
 
* 	 75 PRINT 1002, TR
 
7f; PRINT 'ICC3,:S

* 	 77 PRINT IOG4fFR 
= 	 79 PRINT I006,2$3_SC
 
5* 8 - hf'1007, EA 1­
a1 PRINT 1008,X'P
 
* "83 PRINT 1009,SJPF ....-	 ........ 

* 	 83 PRINT 
* 	 84 TFR 07____________________PR-INT-I101tEG 
-	 $6 PRINT ICIR,,EGX 
87 PRINT 1014,5S 
89 PRINT 1016,EL
 
91 PRINT 101SECUI
 
2

* 	 93 PRINT 100,GC 
r 	s~ PRT-hTO2fl SP( 
* 	 9 PRINT laa.COSE
 
* 	 97 PRINT 1O024.AZT ______________________
 
97 PRINT im rACT
98 PR -I2;N 
99 PRINT 1026,XINST
 
101 PRINT 1028,TEL 
* 102 PRIN[ 1029,CATAS
 
.. 103 PRINT 1030,ANTE
 
Wi0t PRINT 1031,CM
 
105 PRINT 1032,SURE
 
106 PRINT 1033.CP
 
* 107 PRINT 1034SLAR 
PRINT 1035,1AT
 a 108 
- ~109 PRINT 1036,P ,RC 
51 
___________ 
110 
 PRINT 1037,EN
 
112 PRINT :033,PYR
 
'1-3 PRURT-tf4C,TCS

llr PRINT IC 4 1,ACS
 
IT15- - -AN ~ Tf~~ 
- _____ 
116 PRINT 10-3,-^-ACS 
117 PRIKT I .scI FN 
118 PqILT IC5,ZC NTIG 
119 PRI\f 1346,TCS ......... 
* 123 PRI\T IC47,RES1D 
* 122 PRINT 1-49,PRESS 
123 PRINT -C15,ACSF
 
124 PRINT 105:,TIS
 
125 PRINT tZ52, 4PUT .....
 
- 126 PRINT 10 5 3AF
 
128 PRINT 1GC55, r.2
 
129 PRUiT 1C56,TSAL
 
130 PRINT 1057,CAPS
 
= i---F-.--P\'NT1C5S,TPVAL 
-...............
 
132 PRINT I59,ADAP
 
134 RETURN 
* 135---------..END 
COMMON ALLOCATION
 
77776 STR 77774 3S 77772 RIFR 77770 STLO
 
1/7166 PTSc----7r-BA I1/bV-Xt (7/tiU burr
 
77756 SM 77754 PR3Pu 77753 N 77751 ENGX
 
"'-777-7-F- ---. T745-C s......---"77---PE--- /771-REL 
77737 TS 77735 E-,I 77733 EM 77731 GC 
1117721 SIN iuie-77 uL fI/rrtri Ifu /7/dl ALl 
77717 ART 77715 XINST 77713 RAU 77711 TEL
-ll7-CrwAr-A- -777C5ATr 777u3-r - 7770tf-S 
77677 EP 77675 SLAR 77673 BAT 77671 P'.RC 
-77 7EN 77"65 %ET -- g3PYR -7-6r-TC­
77657 ACS 77655 WTAKN2 77653 HDWACS 77651 SCIEN 
7/64/ CLNlIG /bb DTS l//3 HLSIU /-b4-. vl h-kix 
77637 PRESS 77635 ACSF 77633 TIS 77631 WPUT 
77617 CAPS 77615 TPVAL 77613 ADAP 77611 TPVA
 
PROGRAM ALLOLA I1.'
 
00000 HELP
 
THE END
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SUENOUTI'E IFL F1r2APuDWPU'iH; CisXIXLV j7FR4;TX;212 ii-	 __]___­
3 IF[R1°-2]2,E,1
 
4 1 1F 2. R1Z.116
 
6= 2
 
* 6 2 - =2.,2+C.1816 	 --.. 
7 3 VI =4185~n
 
a 42 : 4.1?79n-*3
 
j ---------', ' [V1*PI.x+V?*P2?3'/1 ,35
 
10 IF[t-'PU] ,13,13II 4 c CO7R*f~ ?x3' -	 ________________-vrm'r'-- [x 
12 ..... V1 - hpu*x"Z/C(xPR+1 . Pix. 
S 13 EXi =* -­
14 EX2 '"F-'IF
 
-z-~ 15 XLI X/l113~~?
 
= 16 "XL2 * EX2/E3.14159*P2o2]
 
17 Cl1 ,C
 
* 18 C2 203____ 
19 CIF[XLI)7,7,6
20 6 IFEXL2 8,9S?
 
21 -7 XL1 C.0
 
* 	 22 Cl 2.C 
23 VU T 
G1 TO 6________________________* 24 	 E 
- * 26 - 'C2 - 0,0 
s 28 9 irCXLi-xL2] i,1i 1o
 
= 2 10 . N L 16
 
P 30 GO TJ 12

* 	 31 11 N = 2..g;2w5-£'- 1-16 
* 	 32 12 Vi VG 
* 	 34 GO TO, 14, 
* 	 3b 13 XL1 = U.'
 
3 ,6 XL2 z 0.0
 
* 	 37" c--O00 
38 C2 - 0.0
 
a 39 14 RETURN
 
p 40 END
 
PROGRAM ALLOCATION
 
00036 OFFLD DuMMY RI DUMMY R2 DUMIY H
 
DUMMY VI DUMPY V2 00040 WP DUMMY PIX
 
DUMMY P2X UUMMY WPU 00042 VF UUMMY X.-H
 
0004 VO 00046 EXI 00050 EX2 DUMMY XL1
 
DUMMY XL2 DkMMY Cl DUMMY C2
 
THE END
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Symbol 
HM 
Format 
P14.4 
P1 
P2 
XMR 
D 
CAPS 
DVI 
F14.4 
F14.4 
F14.4 
F14.4 
P14. 4 
F14.4 
DVZ F14.4 
XTW 
T 
XISP 
ENG 
UP 
TIME 
F14.4 
F14,4 
F14.4 
F14.4 
F14.4 
F14.4 
GI 
GZ 
F14.4 
F14.4 
TABLE 3: PROGRAM INPUT 
- CARD NO. I 
Units Explanati 
gmi/cu. cm Miritmum length allowable for 
the stage of propulsion module 
gn/cu. cm Density of the oxidizer 
gm/cu. cm Density of the fuel 
Mixture ratio (kg oxidizer/kg fuel) 
m Stage diameter 
kg Capsule weight 
m/s Total Velocity increment 
CARD NO. 
mi/ 
or 
kg 
For NCODE = i,nput 0. 
Minimum thrust-to-weight ratio 
N Main engine thrust 
s Main engine specific impulse 
kg Main engine dry weight 
N/sq. n Propellant tank ullage pressure 
days Mission duration 
CARD NO. 3 
g Axial acceleration 
g Lateral acceleration 
55 
TABLE 3 (Cont.) 
Symbol Format Units Explanation 
CARD NO. 3 (Cont.) 
RTG F14.4 kg Weight of total system of radio­
isotope thermoelectric generators 
SCIEN F44. 4 kg Science payload 
ADAP F14.4 kg Adapter weight 
FMAX F14.4 M *Maximnum allowable radius 
for fuel tank 
QMAX F14.4 a-n *Maximum allowable radius for 
oxidizer tank 
If constant tank radius, input required valves in FMAX and QMAX , use 
sense switch #3 option subroutine with lever down. 
If not constant tank radius, input either zero or nonzero values in FMAX 
and QMAX, with up lever of sense switch #3 option subroutine and program 
will assume its ,own limits. 
CARD NO. 4 
XSTR Fl0. I Use XSTR = I 
BTM 'FIo. I s Maximum allowable engine 
burn time 
15 I = 1 :Stage is storable with the 
shroud
 
I = 2 : Stage is storable without 
the shroud. A 
I = 3 : Stage is cryogenic with 
the shroud 
I = 4 : Stage is cryogenic without 
the shroud 
NCODE 15 NCODE = 1 : Program will design 
a series of stages with a constant 
capsule weight and a stage length 
increment from HM to 1Z. 70m by 
0. 25 4 m lengths. 
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TABLE 3 (Cont.) 
Symbol Format Units Explanatio 
CARD NO. 4 (Cont. ) 
NCODE = 2 : Program will design 
one stage to acheive DVI 
"NCODE = 3 : Program will design 
a two-stage vehicle--the first stage 
to achieve DV2 and the second stage 
to achieve DVI 
NCODE = 4 : Program will design 
a number of stages to a constant 
velocity increment and increment 
capsule weight in 453. 59237 
kilogram steps 
NCODE = 5 : Program will vary 
stage's capsule weight and increment 
stage diameter, keeping velocity 
increment and stage length 'constant. 
D varies from D to 6. 6 04m by0. 254rn 
steps 
NCODE = 6 : Program will vary both 
diameter and length to find the base­
line for a given capsule weight and 
velocity increment 
NCODE 15 A key code used to call subroutine 
HELP which prints out weight 
statement; use I if desired; 0 if not 
K 15 Exnt code ( 0 except on last data card, 
then I 
57 
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TABLE 4a. PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR FOUR-PROPELLANT-TANK SPACECRAFT DESIGN
 
(NCODE = 2) 
PELI'INARY DESICN DATA For SPACECRAFT 
mTPUT FtRt'AT' NCtCE x 5. G LON31TUDINAL 2.0 G LATERAL
 
gorIrZER 'rJEL" 01ITURE" - - . INTMO - UEAGE . 
DENSITY DENSITY RATIO CAPSULE OV1 Ov2 T/4 RATIO TIME PRESSURL TV,'LST ISP WT. rCZCE 
1.440 872 1.60.. 267.96 R050.C . '0 .000 1000.0 1620267.942 4s7Ct-.370 30S.b 185.973 

TfTAL CXIOILER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL 
.....T-- E A-hvr-# rLArT"- T DELTA TARA IANK iN-ANK ­
- V RADIUS VOLUME VOLVXE xLl XL2 T/% TIME-RADIUSENGINES CIA- LENGTh 'EI3NT EIGT 
) ... (.. ----.. t<c] (N/SI (N] -- CD T---ICU ; [t] --- IS] 
1. ~~~~S3._D~~-g-r~-73r0oc -613~l 1..4 .74 30 .0r 4 T27, 
8ASIC XMETEDReIO FkEL OxIDIZER TA.K ENGINE PRESSURIZATION 
. EL-R-TECtIC STM--YSTEM .... SPPIRTS SUPP.RTS-----SYTEAC---CONTIGECY RESIDUAS- ---- ,tnrZER (KG]KG](KS) [K3 (133 EKG] (KG (KG) (KS] A33_ (KG) EKG) 
f237;1r-- 3 -- 79T-2T79-f27 -- 078 -3.050 140.4z5-±120.019 - -1I7472--79ra-S 7C? r 
1 
TABLE 4b. PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR FOUR-PROPELLANT-TANK SPACECRAFT DESIGN
 
(NCODE = 2 and MCODE = 1) 
AEIHT SUMrARY 
ITEM 
.EIF-T CKILCGRA'S) 
STRuCTURTE-.,73--
.
 
BASIC SHELL 
 123.9:61 
RINGS AND FRAVES 
 67.754. 
STRINGERS AtMD L:VCE'f\S 38.9761 
MISCELCLAN-tLS 
- -IT.i+459-
SYSTEt' SUPP2RTS [r-EA-s3 51.4669
 
HICRCoETE RIr, PRCTECTION " 
-1--

SuPPORTS CA\TENNA ANO SCA. ?LATFlqmJ- 34.2C09
 
SEPARATI! MECANIS 
 12.9727--------------------
. 
PROPLA.SIN 
 811.'627
 
ENGINE' (- - --- .. ... g5,,.-'._- -5[S..
FuEL SYJTEM C21 _­179.326
 
OXIDIZEi SYSTF E 
 179,3 6. .
.. -2] .......... ....
 
SUPPORTS [MAIN E.3I3'E A\D TANKS) 
 29.1281 
PRESSLRI2ATTO' SYSTEM 2C61 
TELEMETRY SENSIRS 16-646
 
STRuCTJ E 
 46,7473

GJ]hA CE, CONTRL AD t;AVrG-TI.\ 
-- VC--------
SENSOR3 
 13.5248
 
CIMPUTER/SECUENCER ..... ............ ... 
....... 

___959
 
C3NTROL COMPuTEP 
 23.9904
 
ARTICLLATIOX 
Ey;; 21-8436INSTRUMENTATI-C\ 
....- 75.0'f77 

RADIO -­55.7919
 
TFLEMETRY 10.4656
 
DATA SYSTEM 
 15-4221 
C1MA"AND 
 12.0220
 
PEASCLREXE.\------------r
 
ELECTRIC PC.Et 
 303.4533
 
RTG SYSTE -- - ---- 26.79g2 
BATTERIES 
 2-Z!680
 
-Pb-sER Cu"CTR'u 4 
- ELECTRIC "\ETdtRKS 129.7896
 
NET-CRKS 
.. ....
 
PYRtTEC[NICS 
 14.3996
 
TE"PERATu'iE CtNTR: L 5YSTE 
--
__,855_
 
ATTITDE CtNTR L SySTEM 1404251
 
TANKS * quip
 
HARE:.ARE 
 15.4221
 
CONT I\GENCY .120.3193 
TaTAL DRY SPACECRAFT 2520.4046 
RESIDUALS I/'.9Z2-ee 
PROPELLANTS 
 137.'3687 
ATTITuOE CONTRnL SYSTE' FLUIDS 11.6834
 
TOTAL INERT SPACECPAFT 
 2695.3269 
FUEL 
 1879.4337
 OXIDIZER " 070
 
NITRQCEU 
 94,6992
 
TOTAL SPACECRAFT AT LAUNCH

"--aPULE 7676.5538ecb,,gb1 
ADAPTER 
 113.3981
 
TOTAL PLANETARY VEHICLE + ADAPTER 
 / 10057.9138 
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TABLE 5a. PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR TWO-PROPELLANT-TANK SPACECRAFT DESIGN
 
(NCODE = 2)
 
PRELIMINARy DESIGN DATA FOR SPACECRAFT 
%TPUT PIRMAT NCDDE * 2 5.0 G LONGITUDINAL 
 2.0 G LATERAL
 
....OTZER--FTUE---M IXTURE 
 -- qT 
 E - - --- ----- ENG-rNE . .
DENSITY DENSITY 
 RATIO CAPSULE DV1 Dv2 
 T/4 RATIO TIME PRESSURE THRUST ISP WT, MCODE
CGMYCU;CM) CGM/CU.CM] EKG]- "-RGYS".3 
-K G) 
-... 
1.44C .872 
 1.63 2267.96 2050.0 
 0 .0CO 1000.0 1620267.942 467C6.3270 305.0 185.973 

TOTAL OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER
NO; STAGE STAGE PRIPFLLANT INERT DELTA TANK TANK TANK 
FUEL
 
TANK-
ENGINES DIA 
 LENGTH 'EIGHT 'EIGiIT V RADIUS RADIUS VOLUME VOLUME X1I 
BuRN
 
XL2 T/W TIME
 
WI W f .i/,l~ ctlII CUN (u'CV7 wIM) IjEuIS) 
1. 3.5560 1.9930 4750,11 2460.6 2050.0 .6731 .6731 1.98949 2.05338 .5003 
.5452 4.977 298.1
 
BASIC XMETEOROID FLEL OXIDIZER 
 TANK ENGINE PRESSURIZATION
 
- SHELL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
-EKG] 
SYSTEr SUPPORTS SUPPORTS 
-- "--SYSTEM ACS - CONTINGENCY RESIDUALS FUEL OXIDIZER-
-EKG] EKG) EKG) (KGJ EKG] .KG) EKG)3KG) (KG) (KG] IKG1 
--- OD 2-15.975-
'168.537 11790.14-3 2864 869 
1 
__ 
TABLE 5b. PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR TWOrPROPELLANT-TANK SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
(NCODE = 2 and MCODE = 1) 
.. 
.nEIHT
SJ MARY..
 
ITE-

-- EIG T [KILOGRAMS) 
BASIC SkELL 
 278.5275
 
RINGS A\D F;A r -66- -

STRINGERS, L 3ERNS At SKI'S 
 196.4802
 
MfISCCLLANE~w',S 
M 15;89757
SYSTE' SUPPORTS C3EA 3) 
 5C-2351 
Wt,;'Tfl,,K --- ----
.0UUU
 
....SJPPORTS EANT.,SCA" PLAT.,A\D SILAt
SEPARATIO N APR.] 52.3446
F lA.... " .. .. . .. . .___ 
PROPuLSIt\ 
 654-.5414
 
ENGlIE uNK1xj r 1j'----------- fggE.97297-

FJEL SYSTE' [1] 
 125.9743
 
. D rs V r -- -- --­. . I -Et s E- -- ------- -. .- . .. -...t 29 b-
SUPPORTS [WAI> E\I',E ANO TAN<S] 28.3676
 
- PE-SS RIZATI' SY'EY 

-f74S936-

TELEMETRY SE\S:RS 
­ 16.6468
 
E U P4'.T AND I1ST-; ENTATIr. .... . 3 2-'6 . .
 
STFuCTuRE 
 46.7478
 
GUDXL rNT3_------______________
JU J~'h~~\----------------

SENSORS

" "-ct;MP TER/SEtE'\-tc 
- .... .. . ...... ..... 
12.8518 
. .. 

_____-
CONTRL CtMPuTE-; 
 237133
 
SERVe ACTJATR3 .
 
ARTTCLLATI!\ E;". 
 21.8436
 
RADI! 
 29.0299
 
TLF7TRY .......
 
DATA SYSTE" 
 11.3398
ANTEN.AS------------------------------. 52;3T60J 
-
COMMAND
...- ... - S EAETT ...... 12.C220 
_ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ __.__ 
_ __ __ _ __ _ 
ELLCTRIC PC.Er 
 311.6180
 
S'7TLA'RAY 
-- ­ 6U.7/44

BATTERIES 
 159.6645

PTWEWCg TRrL .........
 
ELECTRIC NET4RKS 
 123*9570
 
PYRnTECHNICS 
 14*3996
 
TEMPE,,ATURE CE\TR L SYSTE-
 5 
ATTITUDE CONTPOL SYSTE 
 140.4251
TA.K.S..
-.......-..
 T25;_rc_3

HARDARE 
 15.4221
 
SCIENCEE I SC , SNAN ATr
yA --3 _P p04.1166
 
CONTINGENCY 
 109.1449
 
TOTAL DRY SPACECRAFT 
 2292.0430

RESIDUALS 
 168.b3T/

PROPELLANT.S 
 136.8593
PRESSURAN I 1 , 4b
 
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FLUIDS 
 11.6834
 
TOTAL INERT SPACECRAFT 
 2460.5803
 
FUEL 
 1790.5433
OX ID I tET d~So
 
NITROGEN 
 94,6992
 
TOTAL SPACECRAFT AT LAuNCH 
 7210.6921
 
D0IAL HLANE[NNY/EHILLE Al LAUNLH -
ADAPTER 
 113.3981
 
TOTAL PLANETARY VEHICLE + ADAPTER 
 9592.0521
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